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Library 
to cost 
million 
TERRACE ' - -  Revised figures 
for th e proposed library expan- 
sion have now pushed the cost 
over the million dollar mark 
and the provincial government 
is being asked to come up with 
one third of that amount.  
Chairman -Willy Schneider 
said the library board has ap- 
plied for a GO B.C. grant of 
$353,100. The application also 
included an undertaking to raise 
$80,000 locally, although he 
hoped the final tally would be 
higher than that. "The board 
has commited itself to some in- 
city would also determine 
whether the expansion had to go 
to referendum. If  the amount 
could be covered through-five 
year, short term borrowing, one 
would not be necessary, he ex- 
plained. If not, the matter 
would have to go to a vote. 
Explaining the project cost 
hike, Schneider pointed out the 
original estimate of approx- 
imately $850,00 was now two 
years old. The architect had 
therefore been asked to update 
the. figure taking into account 
the effect of inflation by the 
tensive fundraising," he?said, targeted 1992 completion date 
However, aithoughJt!~would~: and,.the addition of an extra 
" ili~h~fe "uP' ~b~'~h~+ i it~to:!~6me .= +$~,0o0,to .coeei'~i'ifciixs ~u'eh'as': 
up  w i th the  balance; r mayor fixtures, furniture and,i~apes. 
l,+.k. Taktm .~aidthat decision The result was a revised C~st of Jac  lstra said,that~ im  
would depend on just how 
much that figure was. "It may 
be a go...it may be that we can't 
afford i t , "  he cautioned. 
"There are a lot,of discussions 
which have to take place yet." 
The ext~nt o. P+ the financial 
commitment-required from the 
$1.O7 million. 
Schneider said the grant ap- 
plication l?ad been accompanied 
by letters o f  support from the 
city, Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district and Skeena MLA Dave 
Parker. "Now it becomes a 
wait-and-see game." 
Mining death 
reward ends" 
TERRACE - -  RCMP say their 
10-month-old murder investiga- 
tion into a fatal gold project ex- 
plosion north of Stewart is at a 
dead end :and investigators may 
soon be called off the case. 
Prince Rupert subdivision 
RCMP Sgt. Wayne Watson said 
a $25,000 reward offered by 
three mining companies hasn't 
helped solve the puzzle of how 
an explosion at Newhawk's 
Sulphurets development killed 
two miners on Feb. 2. Mine 
foreman Claude Weber and 
supervisor Otto Sawatsky died 
and three others were injured 
when 300kg of explosives in the 
mine's underground magazine 
detonated. 
At a June coroner's inquiry a 
jury ruled the blast was 
deliberately set and classified 
the deaths as homicides. 
Since then RCMP have made 
no progress in the case, Watson 
said. He said they are reassess- 
ing their position and Const. 
Mark Jones - -  the only in- 
vestigator still on the case - -  
wou ld  probably be pulled from 
it early in the new year. : 
"We have to sit down andre- 
evaluate our position and: ask 
ourselves how much we can 
realistically accomplish," Wat- 
son said. 
The reward expired the end of 
December and virtually all the 
witnesses have now been inter- 
viewed• a second time. He said 
the four unsolved murders in 
the Prince Rupert area since the 
explosion will likely force 
RCMP to set aside the 
Newhawk case. 
"But the file never gets clos- 
ed," he said. 'tit would become 
a secondary file." 
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Deep breath 
PREPARING the breathalyzer at the RcMP "detachment Is 
:Constable Eugene Olsen. The unit is the official breathalyzer 
--  not the ALERT roadside units that fight up red, yellow, or 
green depending on breath-alcohol content. Drivers have 
become more responsible when it comes to mixing drinking 
and driving, Olsen says, with fewer ending up in the 
breathalyzer oom. The first 10 •days of Counterattack netted 
only six impaired driving •charges, well below last year's 
figures. Many employers are 'also getting the message, he 
said, and responded this holiday season by handing outtaxi 
.vouchers at staff parties. ' - i ' =-' 
l 
No. 2 -- 4627 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 638-8555 
Police 
building 
secure 
TERRACE --  Current develop- I I ment plans for property at the 
northeastern comer of Lakelse 
and Kalum represent no threat 
to the former provincial police 
building on the site, says the 
owner. 
The local museum society had 
expressed concern for the future 
of the landmark when council 
removed its heritage designation 
in September, 1988. Previous 
owner Heinz Lehmann asked 
for the change so that he could 
eider sell or develop the proper- 
ty. 
However, Ray McCarthy said 
the present tenant had indicated 
he wanted to remain in the 
building and therefore the only 
change planned for now was the 
installation of parking spaces at 
the rear of the building. 
While this would provide 
parking for anyone using or 
visiting the office, McCarthy 
maintained a lot more similar 
work needed to be done in the 
area. Predicting parking would 
become a major issue in, the 
community this year, he added 
"That whole are~ needs more 
parking." 
Pointing out experience 
elsewhere had shown customers 
would avoid shopping in areas 
where there was inadeqaute 
parking, he gave the example of 
Chilliwack where the downtown 
core was "dying" because peo- 
ple were going to outlying shop- 
ping centres instead. 
Suggesting the city adopt 
Vancouver's olution of pro- 
viding municipal parking lots, 
he said council should be look- 
ing at "cleaning up the older 
ureas" before new ones were 
deve loped.  
Meanwhile, McCarthy con- 
firmed son Calvin had taken out 
an option on the empty lot on 
the southeastern corner of 
Lakeise and Kalum, opposite 
the police building. Although 
there were no specific develop- 
ment plans at the moment, he 
anticipated a decision on pur- 
chasing the property would be 
made by mid-February. 
Expressing confidence in the 
economic future of the com- 
munity, McCarthy said, "We 
like developing in the Terrace 
area. Terrace has been good to 
us and we like to reciprocate." 
Citywants 
fine deal 
.,... 
. TF~CE - -  The  revenue 
generated through fines when 
parking by-law enforcement 
begins next year should stay in 
the community rather than go- 
ing to the province, says mayor 
Jack Talstra. 
" i t  makes good sense to us," 
. sa id  Taistra in adding the 
• money will come from a local 
• by-law and that the city will be 
paying for an enforcement of- 
ricer. :: 
The  role o f  by-law enforce- 
ment officer is now filled by 
B.C. Corps of Commissionaires 
member Fern Sweating.She 
works two, seven-hour days for 
which the city pays the Corps 
$12.21 per hour ($8,900 annual- 
ly); ' 
. That cost could double this 
year  as the first draft o f  the 
city's 1990 b~idget provides .for 
an  increase to four' days a'week. 
" :!~..~: . . . .  ~ . -: ~' , i l ,  
"Losing 114 lbs. used to be 
a fantasy. After . Systern 
it's a reality" 
"'1 used to dream about being Now I have a world of self- 
thin• But I couldn't take off confidence. And e positive 
the weight, attitude about myself, 
Nutri/System identified my I feel like there isn't anything 
problem and helped me I can't do." . 
overcome it They were there ~ . . ,~  C, ~ 
for me--they listened, ~ V \ ' - 
The Nutd/Syste m~, Weight Loss Program Includes a variety of 
delicious meals and snacks, nutribp~la~l..behavioral counseling, 
light activity, and we=ght n~untenanc~ 
ARABIA 
Entering Arabia carries a 
few caveats, the main one is 
that you do not enter or leave 
carrying any alcohol. In some 
arab countries, you would 
receive a jail sentence for this 
offence. 
You also may not bring any 
pork' or meat products, or any 
products made In South Afdca 
or Israel. You also have to 
m~ke sure not to take any per- 
be refused if your passport 
shows you have travelled or 
plan to travel to Isres! ~nd in 
some cases, to South Africa. 
Ssudl might not let you in if 
there is evidence you are 
Athiset or of Jewlsh faith. 
Passports must be valid for at 
least six months after your ar- 
rival. 
In Arabia, eating is done with 
the right hand.'You must never 
use your left hand for eating or 
nographlc matedal suggesting for passing ~.nythlng t0~ a 
female degredatlon. The. muslim, This hand Is reserved 
customs officer has the final for one's personal toilet, and 
say in what is suitable. 
In Saudl, you lose any 
magazine with swimsuit adver- 
tisernent6. This is where Jane 
Fonda's workout sells as soft 
lOOm. Vogue would be con- 
fiscated, but Penthouse or 
Playboy could land you In 
almost as much trouble as li- 
quor. 
Vlsas are essential, but will 
• considered unclean. " 
Business may be conducted• 
in coffee houses end here too 
there Is a fo~ to follow; drink, 
two cups of coffee and refuse 
a third, It is traditional to Issw 
Immediately when the coffee 
is finished, so pace bualneas 
Oloousslons according to cof- 
fee ddnldfig ratio. ' 
l t ' s  ' , [ )veru :a f l  ea  Or  ,I . . . .  
I Price 
REGULAR GROUND 
, .  BEEF 
Minimum 454 gram package. 
Limit: 1 package. Over I!init price 98*  
FRESH 
BROCCOLI 
T I [  California grown., . 
PER PACKAGE '1.2"11kg.,,,,,, ....... PERLB 
TIDE DETERGENT 
With bleach, scented or unscented or 
Oxydol 
8 L, LIMIT: ONE 
ADDITIONAL 
MIN SIZE OUANTmES 
BOX SOLD AT 6.46 
• .TRADITIONAL. 
Sav }'10,00 
. re .N |  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• | 
' I 
Off your total grocery bill on a min imum $100.00 fami ly '  i I 
purchase with this coupon. I 
LIMIT: ONE COUPON PER FAMILY ORDER, COUPON VALID ONLY AT OVERWAITEA FOOD8 UNTIL ' ' I I 
SATURDAYt JANUARY 8, 1 e90. PRESENT CUPPED COUPON TO CASHIER AT TIME OF PURCHASE.CAN, I ~:; 
NOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER COUPON, ' ~ : 
Question: What is the capitol of Jordan? | ~ " - ,  ' 
i --'1in 
i - -----" 
63~161 I TRA~ ~L 
I ' " " ' : ' ~ '1 '!; 
I > V ,4 W I 'V  " ,. . 
I ' 0 t t  your tolal grocery bill on a min imum $50.00 tamlly I I  ! 
! i i :~. purchase with this• coupon. ~.i ~ i~!, ! ~ :i,i; ~, ~ ~;ii 
I : UMIT: ONe COUPON PER FAMILY ORDER: COUPON VAMO ONLY AT OVERINAITEA FOOD8 UNTIL~"~ ';::' i 
I OATURDAY, JANUARY6; !990, PRESENT CUPPED COUPON TO CASHIER ATT1ME OF PUF~HASE,; CN~ I ' 
L,  NOT BE COMB NED WITH ANY OTHER COUPON. , ' I 
- ' - - "  - - - - - "  . . . . . . . . . . .  " - - - - ' i i  
i I--------8TORIE HOURS:----.,-- I
lilY"We'; 0IJ".'IP~.I - : i, " 
.l~,.~t r~ 0,J,..op~.l "We Rmrvo | 
Sa,m..ep~.l ' '  , (o,,.s-~.j I ~ "r. ~ht i ':: 
' [ 7o u~,t o=, , . .  I 
J an ,  4 ,  5 & @ ' " "  I " 
Hotsp ng ight ri s "n mare 
TFAtRACE;" Mount Layton ~ m  ' ' .... 
Hotsprings owner Ben Orl[eans 
says attempts to expand~ his 
, resort are becoming "a bit of a 
nightmare," 1 
~ Orleans made the comment 
following the municipal affairs 
minlstry,s refusal to endorse a
Kitimat.Stikine r gional district 
rezoning : by.law to allo w 
development o f  a gas station- 
convenience store and RV site 
north of his existing motel and 
waterslides.~ 
Application to rezone the 
area to Commercial II Was first 
made in 'September 1988 but 
was met with opposition from 
provincial fish and wildlife, 
waste'management r and water 
brunches over potential adverse 
environmental effects. 
Orleans said none of the 
agencies objected to the 
developmenLin principle and he 
subsequently answered all ques- 
tions that were raised. 
He conceded he had not met 
requests for a detailed plan for 
future development, saying it 
would be difficult o do so. 
" I  cannot say what I will be 
building there 20 years from 
now, that will depend on what 
the future demand is," Orleans 
said. 
He added he hopes informa- 
tion recently submitted would 
allow the rezoning to go ahead 
in time to begin a $1.5 million 
expansion ext spring. 
.~lthough a construction 
start-up date~would epend on 
the weather, Orleans wants the 
RVp~k - -  for which there was 
a hea~ demand --  operational 
by mid:Summer. " '  ' 
Orleans also dismissed 
rumo0rs he was thinking of sell- 
ing the resort. 
Approval awaits 
further details 
the concerns of not only fish 
and wildlife, but also the waste 
management and water 
resources branches,  the  
municipal affairs ministry will 
not approve the rezoning by- 
law, said provincial planner Bill 
"lassie. "We have to make sure 
the provincial interest is pro- 
tected," he explained. 
Meanwhile, lands branch 
regional director Jim Yardley 
said Orleans" application to 
purchase land to the south of 
the resort is still on hold. 
In January~ 1988, Orleans ap- 
plied for 153ha between Itwy 37 
TERRACE - -  The fish and 
wildlife branch won't support a
rezoning by-law at Mount 
Layton Hotsprings on Hwy37 
between Terrace and Kitimat 
because it doesn't know what 
owner Bert Orleans has planned 
for the site, says its local habitat 
protection officer. 
"We haven't seen any detail- 
ed plans for any of his proposed 
developments," Phil: Belliveau 
said in describing the land in- 
volved as a "very fisheries en- 
sitive area." 
In particular, the branch is 
concerned about he possible f- 
3ect~,onMountain Creek which and the lakeshore, most of 
~flows.lthr~rle~'.-proper-..  :.,whick!he intendecl:to use~fo~+ag,;;~ 
~Y- -~'" i'~'~"' ........... 18-hole golf course. In Marc[i 
! Pointing out it was an impor- of this year, lands gave the go- 
ahead for 73.4ha only but said it 
might agree to an additional 
21.5ha if Orleans could prove 
the need for theextra land. To 
do so, he had to submit a revis- 
ed development p!an for not on- 
ly the land under application, 
but also all his other holdings. 
"We're still awaiting that in- 
formation," said Yardley in ad- 
ding a deadline for receiving it 
would soon be set. 
tant rearing and overwintering 
stream for both coho salmon 
and cutthroat rout, Belliveau 
said, "We don't want to see 
(that) reduced to what's hap- 
pened on Hotsprings Creek. We 
want to maintain the produc- 
tivity., 
Belliveau emphasized the re-' 
quest for detailed plans was 
normal in such cases. 
And until Orleans satisfies 
; :  .: :; .~,~:/~, , := '  " :,." i :~,~ ~'.~ ~,,..,
BOTI'OM RIGHT hand corner of 
this Mount Layton Hotsprings 
plan shows what is there now. 
An application to purchase land 
for a golf course development, 
shown here on the left, has 
been rejected. 
I 
Bert Orleans 
The fr lendlleet " Inn"  townl ~ ~1~..~ •
Make our piece '"~our Race" to er~oy en 
evel ing of Intimate dining a~l reasonable prlcesl 
Start the Mew Year by joining our 
TIGER PRAWNS SAFARI 
,,, ,,,,,.,.,,u,,,o..,,], ' " "="" t .  
&c~klail~luCe. I I  V • ~ V rice&vegetables, • 
c,,,,.,.,, 951 co.,o 95 
r~e s ve~e~es, n v • of itl ~ee. • 
abmJt our Banquet Faclllflesl We cater 
In our downstairs Iocalk)n fr~ eo - leo people, 
MUSIC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATUREI 
For more Information and roearvatlons call: 
M~, - Son. LUNClI: M00,  - Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5p.m. to l l  p.m, 11:30a.m. to2p,  m. TerraceB,C. 635-9161 
~ ~  ~i, ,¸: ~i 
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~Sou nd decision" soon 
~ C E -  Council will There have been : corn- 
soon he making a decision on plaints the sound quality now 
new microphones to inerea.~e ms.kes it difficult for a l l  
the sound quality of its aldermen to beunderstood. 
televised meetings. There is now only one 
microphone and it's 'placed 
City administrator Bob on a small in the middle o f  
Hallsor said three types are council's U-shaped sittingar- 
being looked at. rangement. 
Instant Tax Receipts 
This year combine complete convenience with a flexible RRSP 1 
that offers 6 savings choices and no adminis~'ative cost. ,q  
Call me for your free copy of our RRSP booklet. 
s~oec~m Mutual Funds am dtsblbutad ~ Son Ufe 
! • , Disb'~Uon Services inc. (:;~e~), a Mutual Fund OeaW, a 
suhekl~lry of Sun Life Assurance ComNny of Canada. 
The prospectus provides delailed bfoma~ on t~e r,~utlhes 
offered. A copy of the prospectus may be ~lak~d from our 
o,~e For more Information call: 
Lyla Harvey, Salem Manager 
, 306-4546 Park Ave., "rorraco, B.C. 
635-6146 
0 Sun Life 
Distribution 
,81 Services Inc. 
EVERYTHING 
STORE 
IN THE 
PRICE 
THE CHRISTMAS STORE 
Skeena Mall, Terrace, B.C. 
'~.'J-r 
l 
.~ 
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK 
Boneless. 
CutFrom 2 99: canada Grade 
A Beef. 6.59 k g. • B. 
• : " '  
APPLE JUICE ,i 
Generic. 1 L Carton. ~ 8 ' i  
Limit 12 With Family 
purchase. Over Limit 
Price.78 • E : 
r • 
k~ 
p,.mm I
Come and Save at our  
PAPER 
PRODUCTS 
CASE-LOT SALE 
Wed., Jan. 3 to 
Sat., Jan. 6, 1990 
CORNED BEEF 
Schnelders 
Kosher style. 
Sliced or 
Shaved. 
• I 
p.,"' 
1.79 ooo 
TOMATOES 
P 
U.S. Grown. Size 6x7's 
Medium. Store at Room 
Temperature for Better 
Flavour. DO NOt 
RefrIgerate.1.08 kg. .49. 
SAF EWAY 
i 
" " together  
i 
DELSEY 
TISSUE 
Case of 12-4 
ROll Pkgs. Wl 
OUt To 1.39 
BRAN BREAD 
or English 
Muffin Bread. 1 2 9  450 g. SliCed 
LOaf. • EAI 
iiii i r Close up 
, TOOTHPASTE 
AssortedFlavours. 99 
150 mL. Limit I With 
Family Purchase. Over 
Limit Price 1.58. • EA. 
i?i 
- -STORE HOURS:-- 
Sunday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m, 
Mon.- Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Thurs. & Fd. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Sale price effective Wed., Jan. 3 
"to Sat., Jan. 6 
i 
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I I 
At the airport 
To air travellers, those bright- 
coloured fire trucks sitting on the run- 
ways as planes take of f  and land are a 
comforting sight. They symbolize stabili- 
ty and a sense that someone is watching 
over the aircraft and its passengers. 
But that's not necessarily the case as a 
little bit of  interesting information 
points out in the preliminary report into 
September's Skylink crash. 
It seems there is no regulatory compul- 
sion to provide crash, fire and rescue ser- 
vices at any B.C. airports. The one ex- 
ception is Vancouver International and 
that's only because of  its international 
generally limit the services to a 12-hour 
shift each day. (In Terrace, the shift 
schedule is adjusted to provide 13 hours 
of  coverage ach day.) 
Since these services aren't required at 
the airports, airlines don't have to pay 
for them when landing and taking of f  
outside of  the scheduled shifts. Different 
airlines have different policies about this 
depending upon the circumstances of 
each flight. 
The Skylink report points out  that 
firefighters were at the crash site only 
because of  the adjusted 13-hour shift 
schedule. It may be a moot point in this 
case as the impact of the crash precluded 
flights, the possibility of  survivors. But it is 
There are 20 B.C. airports which do another example that what we take for N e w ~ h e l p  S o c r e '  have such services as more or less an op- granted is not always necessarily the e a d e r  w o r ~  t 
tion. Budget and other considerations case. 
Skiptracer won' ds 
The provincial government faces a is supposed to do is find and then force VICTORIA --  I mentioned tO ~ ~  
lawsuit over a program from the very the errant spouse to pay up. a friend the other day that I From the /" people it is supposed to help. Two single The key points in the lawsuit are that was feeling profoundly sorry : ':~= 
for Premier Vander Zalm, and Capital 
mothers ay the family maintenance en- the program isn't working fast enough he seemed somewhat taken ~: ~' 
forcement program violates their rights and can't keep up with the demand and aback, by  Huber t  Beyer  ~:,~,:~ 
by making it compulsory for welfare that it interferes with any informal dr- After all, he said, I had been ~iti. i-::~t~::!: 
participants to participate, rangements made between separated or working on Vander Zalm's 
demise for three years now, ' Zalm seemed to recognize that . . . .  
It's an ironic twist in a situation that divorced spouses, mercilessly attacking him in ~,~: his principalsecretary was his : . ~ .. 
for years has been a tremendous problem Some welfare advocates ay the pro- my columns at every available biggest liability. People are nowdeman- 
- -  what to do when a spouse ignores a gram establishes two classes of spouses opportunity. His departure I protested loudly when dine Prernier's head on 
maintenance order. Often, the person - -  those that don't collect welfare and from politics, if indeed he does Vander Zalm, through Peele, a platter. 
with the children is left to depend on can pursue legal action on their own and depart, should be my dream- tried to interfere, on behalf of 
come-true, his friend Peter Toigo, in the 
social assistance for survival, those that do collect but are forced to I found my friend's reaction process of disposing of the Ex- leadership, the province was 
take part by the province. It only goes to disconcerting, tosay the least, pc lands in Vancouver. the beneficiary of its first 
Single parents registering with the pro- demonstrate that no matter how well- and lest a lot of readers hare I commented unfavourably balanced budget in a decade 
gram are told the government will take intentioned a government might be, his opinion of my role in mat- on the premier's intractable and the only one in Canada. 
on their case in court. Maintenance there are also situations where a minority ters of provincial politics, I position with regard to ahor- You may say this feat would 
should like to set a few things tions, not because I disagreed have been accomplished 
orders are not new but their enforcement don't fit what the overall goal of a policy straight, with his personal beliefs -- I without Vander Zaim, but the 
has been a problem. What the program is supposed to accomplish. First, I never have and actually agree with him -- but fact is no other pro#ince did. 
- hopefully never will see myself because he tried to force those What's more, the next budget 
as an adversary of the govern- • personal beliefs on everyone promises to be another balanc- 
ment. That's the job of the of- else, disregarding the ed one. 
ficial opposition, elected to democratic process with aban- 
k that role by the voters, don. Balanced budgets can, of Life is a ris Second, I never have and WhenVanderZalmin- course, only be produced in a 
never will take delight in other troduced his so-called ecen- generally healthy economic 
people's misfortunes, and that tralization scheme and carved climate. British Columbia's 
includes politicians, the province into eight economy has done very well 
~ / e  Third, I take neither credit development regions, superim- under Vander Zalm. Just 
My mother was genetically ' nor blame for Vander Zalm's posing another layer of about every e~onomic indicator 
programed to spot danger. Roy- ah  ~ problems. That honour goes to bureacracy on an already over from housing starts to retail 
ing alone, unadorned by badge, Throu_ i his own people, his cabinet governed province, I wasn't sales, from job creation to 
hardhat, or clipboard, she was a Blfo©als colleagues, his caucus the only one who predicted the capital investment has set 
team of safety experts. A members, the Socred consti- boondoggle that followed. The records during Vander Zaim's 
tireless team. by  C laudef fe  Sandeck l  tuency  associat ions and Socred d i smant l ing  o f  the scheme bore  three years in  o f f i ce .  
From the moment she emerg- - - -  supporters at large, out my reservations. 
ed from her bedroom in the and took for granted buffets or ehher. One close call sufficed. They were the ones who When Vander Zalm privatiz- And yet, the same people 
morning tying the strings of her table with pads of cotton taped Often the instant cure of her withdrew their support from ed highways maintenance, I who showered him with adula- 
apron, until she hung it up at over their sharp corners, choice was a strategically ap- Vander Zalm. They decided he agreed with Alex Fraser that tion at Whistler three years 
bedtime, she foresaw What Morn could graphically envi- plied tea towel, no longer deserved their vote this move would cost the ago are now demanding his 
Could Happen Next? and took sion the inherent risk in frayed She bandaged a tea towel of confidence. They have been government dearly, and it did. head on a silver platter. 
steps to thwart it. cuffs, untied shoelaces, open around the sharp-edged handle plotting his demise, not I or Throughout Vander Zaim's The Social Credit Party is in 
Naturally the house, especial- cupboard oors, patches of ice, of a new fridge before the any of my colleagues, three years as premier, I warn- shambles. Six straight byelec- 
ly the kitchen, preoccupied and spilled grease. She had no delivery truck drove away. I didn't quit the cabinet, ac- ed that his own supporters tion defeats call for a 
Mom's attention. A kid running time for speed, and height short Another tea towel - -  held in cusing the premier of not may eventually abandon him, scapegoat, and there is none 
around pencil in hand was one shrift. Trees were for squirrels; place by rubber bands -- kept listening to anyone but but at no time did I hope for, handier than the leader, but I 
bump away from being blind in ladders were for carpenters, the jutting mouthpiece of our himself; Brian Smith and plot or ask for the premier's have a hunch his resignation 
one eye, doomed forever to If we worked with garden first farm telephone from Grace McCarthy did. I didn't resignation, the Socreds did -- if and when he resigns -- 
pour milk over the far side of tools, she regularly told us, smashing the glass door of the walk out of the Socred caucus; that all by themselves, won't make much of a dif- 
the glass. "Lay the rake tines down. Lay china cabinet when no other Bruce Graham, Duane Cran- So why do 1 feel sorry for ference. 
Leaving pot handles tuck out the shovel on its face. Pick up section of outer wall satisfied dail, Dave Mercier and Doug Vander Zalm, having said so 
over the stove could lead to ex- stray wire and string so no one the installer's criteria. Mowat did. I didn't hrow a many uncomplimentary things Regardless of who leads the: 
cruciating scalds and shrivelled trips in it." If we were all as safety- $100-a.plate dinner to de- about him in the past three party after Vander Zalm 
muscles. Even while we rode in the concious as my mother, in- nounce the premier; the years? Well, I don't know how resigns, I doubt whether he or :  
Setting plates too close to the back of our 1939 Chev pickup surance rates would be lower, aforementioned dissenters did. else one can feel about he she can take the Socreds to 
table's edge could break up a set (for our family didn't fit into hospital's would have spare What I did, and what my leader of a government who is another victory in the next 
of china and sever tendons, the cab except during duress of beds, and employees wouldn't colleagues did, was comment being forced by his own people general election. Eventual 
Board games left on the stairs a downpour) Mom regulated be driving company vehicles on the premier's follies. I to resign in the wake of ac- defeat is built into any govern. 
to be returned to our rooms our behaviour by rapping her with steering as loose as a wrote about he problems complishments that are the en- ment, and for this government 
could produce pain and plaster knuckles on the back window-- hooker's morals and tires a David Peele was causing the vy of the rest of Canada. the time may be close, with or 
casts. ~ practice I'm convinced hasten- , - premier long before Vander Under Vander Zalm's without Bill Vander Zaim. 
. i  
But no part of our day ed the onset of her arthritis, and I~-BOY[ ~ AM - lll lllll IIl  llllllgg lll lll  eE  
escaped her notice. Bystudying the invention of shatter-proof I~ SO slcr..or-  lrAgKiP00.Ii lL?ll v "~$t I l l~ lD ,  OB$Ce),)F_ : , f  
our movement, mapping our auto glass. 
traffic patterns, and catalogu- She tapped a dual-note .. 
ing our near-injuries, she reminder when we blocked 
systematically dealt with Dad's view from the back win- 
hazards that might make dew, but upgraded to a rock 
unicorns of us, strain the Tooth drummer's staccato if we stood 
Fairy's budget, or two-tone our up, or leaned out over the edge 
anatomy, of the truck box. 
So we all learned to open And she didn't wait for 
drawers that lacked pulls, and  recommendaHnn~ hv n :,~: 
cupboard  doors  minus  knobs ,  coroner 's  u j ry before acting, .: 
:fill [ ii iiiii i'i iil/i !:i i¸f! iiii: i iiiii : 
I I" 
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I cial t rend  Jt u re so  o : 
falling birthrate. 
Women, on average, had 
decade. Yet the population wiil i:,~upport 
- L ,  
;>of i!t~w&rd':: :families without 
the  ~fathers; says Statistics begin declining by 2025,: the~est:;i ~ : : I !:!the" 1990s Will 'C°ntinue One body, the Economic assuming the federal govern-: : . Th:~tis as : a 
i [ : t i 'end6ftheg0s--moreone,  Canada.  1.66 children in 1987, the Council of Canada, saysthe ment doesn't increase the  ~ i m~: oint consider 
pa/'ent households, i fewer By ' the 2001, says the latest year for which statistics continued downward trend 
: : !  ichildren~ more families com- federal agency, only 47 per are available, rate of immigrationi . ~r~U~a~ e~ca l  advan~ 
. . . .  . in population will be tied to In terms of health, girls g -- - . . . .  liv: 
I 'ePOrS~der 0f dCo~dsrtnc from cent of all.households.willbe This is down from the 1.75 the cost of raising children. It born in 1986 have a fife ex-~one~2er tn~trin~°n pte iW~rea~ i:!
I - consiuered traoitional,, that in 1980 and considerably adds that the cost of inter- pectancy of 80  years on g ' g~ g 
I f  rangements, J is, having two parents and at lnw~r than the 2 17 children rupting a woman's career to 
I i M0re and more !east °nechild, p-er-'wo'men it's estimated have a child will form part of averae, while boys born the  costs in that area, ; : ]  i 
I households will be minus a In 1986, for example 55 that's needed to replace the the equation, same year can expect o live But, the full impact 0f al; 
, 7J years. 
I : father and those households per cent of families fit that population. Despite this Canada's And since greying population won't be  
=that do,:will find the parents traditional model ' " " ' it more That's when ret i rement I havino cfiildre  later on " ProjecUons indicate the population of approximately older and dov~en'g  r°wing felt f°r an°ther 20 yearsi i~ 
I : ° ' The 1990s will also see a figure will be around 1,7, or 26 million is growing, but rapidly, fewer younger peo- becomes open to the baby i 
The greatest trend will be continuation of the country's even fail a bit, in the next more slowly than before pie will be paying taxes to boom generation. 
I:nto the 90s 
By JIM FULTON " 
As we enter the final decade 
of the 20th century it is 
breathtaking to review the 
changes and to ponder the 
future. 
This century has brought 
about enormous changes in how 
we live, how we work, and how 
we see ourselves. 
These changes have benefited 
most Canadians although the 
1980's proved to be the decade 
of major structural change in 
Canada's ecomony. The rich 
have become richer --  a tiny S 
per cent of Canadians now con- 
trol over 50 per cent of 
Canada's welathl 
I predict that the 1990s will be 
the decade of two major issues. 
On the economic side it will be 
the decade of tax revolt by the 
working families of British Col- 
umbia and Canada. Having to 
work from January until July 
just to pay federal, provincial, 
local and other taxes, is too 
much. 
I expect the 90s to be the 
decade of the environment. The 
desire for certainty of clear air 
and water; for sure supplies of 
food and resources - -  will pro- 
duce a groundswell of en- 
v i ronmenta l  protect ion 
unimaginable in the first 90 
years of this century. 
The  introduction of vast new 
forms of energy conservation 
and efficiency which are just 
barely imaginable now will be 
very much a part of our lives by 
the year 2000. 
I expect that the vast political 
changes we have witnessed in 
the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe in recent months will 
lead to an end of the Cold War 
and the diversion of the over 
one trillion dollars per year 
spent on arms -- to other social 
and economic ends. 
J im Fulton is the New 
Democratic Party MP for 
gkeena. 
By JACK TALSTRA 
At a moderate rate of growth 
we should expect the population 
of greater Terrace to increase 
two.fold to approximately 
36,000. 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
will undoubtedly also increase 
and the region encompassing 
the three communities may well 
be home to some 80-90,000 in- 
habitants. 
Terrace's role in the region 
will continue to be that of 
facilitator for its sister city ports 
and its links with Kitimat will 
become more intertwined. The 
Terrace-Kitimat ~ corridor :will 
experience more activity and the 
Lakelse Lake region will 
become an environmental nd 
recreational protected zone. 
The airport will have increas- 
ed its size, surrounded by light 
industrial and warehousing 
complexes. Thornhill and Ter- 
race, one in spirit, will be one in 
reality. 
The key to Terrace's growth 
will be its ability to promote its 
transportation a d communica- 
tion links in all directions. The 
east.west service corridor along 
Highway 16 and the CNR will 
allow Terrace to become the 
marshalling, warehousing, 
distribution centre for the port 
of Prince Rupert, particularly 
with our available, cheap, 
developable flat land, 
The Hwy 37 corridor will 
allow Terrace to provide a 
similar role for the port of 
Kitimat, particularly as the 
Teikwa by-pass route will be a 
reality. 
Terrace's population will be 
more stable and somewhat older 
than it is today. No longer will 
"pensioners" retire to the 
south. They will remain in Ter- 
race with their extended 
families, as, more and more, the 
region will offer all the 
HOW we're 
changing 
• Population in 1980, 24 1975, 41 per cent;in1988, 53 
mi l l i on ;  in: 1988, 25.9 percent. 
million. * Percentage of men in 1971 
• Immigration in 1980, who will never marry, 10 per 
138,079; in 1988, 150,898. cent; in 1985, 17 per cent. 
• Birthrate in 1980, 15.5 per * Percentage o f  women in 
, 1,000 population; in 1987, 1971 who will never marry, 8 
14.4 per 1,000. per cent; in 1985, 14 per cent. 
: ~ * Marriage rate in 1980, 8 per • Percentage of divorced 
1,000 population; in 1987, men in 1971 expected to 
7.1 per 1,000. remarry, 85 per cent; in 1985, 
• Divorce rate in 1970, 2.6 76 per cent. : 
per  1,0001 population; in  • Percentage o f  divorced 
1986, 3.1 ~r  1,000. women in 1971 expected to 
• Average size of Canadian remarry. 79per cent; in 1985, 
families in 1981, 3.3 people; 64  per cent. 
in 1986, 3.1 people. ' • Average duration of mar- 
. Percentage o f  Canadians riage before divorce in 1969, 
living alone in 1981; 9 per 15 years; in 1986; 9 years. 
cent; in 1986, 10 per cent. • Number  o f  two- income 
~ • Percentage of~ wome~t families in 1967, l~Jmiilion; 
working outside the home in ~ ~ in ~1986, 3.4 mlllioh, : .... 
i i  
some predictions 
TERRACE --  What do you think the 1990s will bring? and the results are students not making sure everyone knows 
That's the question we asked of  some northwest citizens. 
On this page you 71 find their responses --  they cover a 
range of  opinions and predictions from politics to education 
and the economy to the environment. 
amenities one could hope for, 
including affordable housing. 
Lakelse Lake may well become 
a "retiree's mecca". 
The future will see an ever in- 
creasing awareness and em- 
pathy by the white culture for 
native problems and concerns. 
Economic and social develop- 
ment will take place only after 
consultation, understanding, 
and agreement has been achiev- 
ed between the two cultures. 
Each will learn from the other 
and each will appreciate the 
other, and in so doing, each will 
enhance the quality of life that 
both will strive to enjoy and 
pass on to their children. 
Jack Talstra is the mayor oJ 
Terrace and chairman of  the 
K i t imat -St ik ine  regional 
district. 
By WILFRED MCKENZIE 
Political - -  Jean Chretien will 
be the next leader of the Liberal 
Party of Canada, and the next 
Prime Minister of Canada. 
A woman for the opposition 
- -  she has a fifty/fifty chance. 
Economy of the northwest 
will shift from natural resource 
extraction to tourist-oriented 
economy. The native culture 
will play a large role in this 
development, especially with 
the development of the historic 
park at Kitselas Canyon. 
Highways -- the road to 
Prince Rupert may be com- 
pleted in the next decade. 
Weather --  the annual rain- 
fall will increase by two per cent 
per year due to the greenhouse 
effect unless there are im- 
provements in the environmen- 
tal protection policies. 
Fisheries --  fish stocks in the 
northwest will continue to 
decline unless the international 
I 
agreements are designed to con- 
serve Canadian salmon. 
Terrace will become the 
gateway to the north and will 
become a major service centre 
which will double its population 
in the next 10 years. 
Wilfred McKenzie is band 
manager at Kitselas and is on 
the board of the Tsimshian 
Tribal Council. 
By SUE TROMBLEY 
People dealing with educa- 
tion know that many changes 
have occurred in society. ' 
In 1966 when I was in grade 
eight I was taught o type on an 
Underwood manual typewriter 
and Gestetners were used to 
make copies. Today in the 
schools you find typewriters 
with memories, computers with 
mouses, fax machines, 
photocopiers and calculators. 
Parent-teacher interviews which 
were unheard of in my day are 
now common place. The thing 
that has not kept up with 
change, however is the cur- 
riculum. 
To help our students cope 
with change the Year 2000 
documents were prepared by the 
Ministry of Education as a 
result of a recent royal conumis- 
sion. 
The basic idea in these 
documents, theme teaching, is 
not foreign to teachers especial- 
ly those familiar with whole 
language learning. 
Theme teaching means that a 
story about kites can incor- 
porate science for wind; math 
for measurement; social studies 
when studying kites from 
around the world and reading. 
Take this process of theme 
teaching, apply it to the Year 
2000 planned curriculum, add 
teacher input and education, 
only with basic ski.!Is but who 
also possess improved skills in 
critical thinking and are able to 
achieve independent hought 
and reasoning. 
If our students have these 
skills they should enjoy a world 
with high employment, solu- 
tions to environmental concerns 
and cures for diseases - -  things 
of which their parents can only 
dream. 
Sue Trombley is a teacher. 
the One who holds the future. 
However 1990 is a significant 
year. It introduces the final 
decade of this century. To some 
this might mean doom and 
Ily &ROCKY GRAY 
The synthetic animal will take 
a beating, but the real furbearer 
will be spared. The highway to 
Price Rupert may be finished in 
the late 90's but the highway 
that was first done will have 
fallen apart because of age. 
Our premier will lose the next 
election, and become the new 
ticket aker at Fantasy Gardens. 
The Terrace airport will 
become the only spot in the 
world to test fighter pilots, 
because if they can land here, 
they can land in a rowboat. 
The area mountains will be 
lowered so that rain clouds will 
be able to pass through, without 
stalling over the Terrace area 
for seasons at a time. 
The chairs in city council will 
be filled with people other than 
teachers, lawyers, or plumbers 
and hopefully not store workers 
that are consumed by the Sun- 
day shopping money. 
Everything will become 
digital and analogue will have 
died. 
USA's west coast will become 
New Japan or Japan West after 
the next big quake or financial 
merge. 
Joe Clark will become a 
Prime Minister again, not of 
Canada but of South Africa. 
Fishing along the B.C. coast 
will take a new twist. All you 
will need is fairly good eye sight 
instead of tackle because the 
fish will have the ability to glow 
in the dark. 
Super conductors will be in, 
newsprint will suffer and the 
owners of the mega polluters 
will continue to live as the Un- 
touchables, on Fantasy Island. 
Some of my beliefs I hold 
true, but most can be taken with 
a pinch of salt. 
J..P, ocky Gray is a writer living 
in Terrace. 
By GAlL HARKER 
Trying to determine what 
might or might not happen in 
1990 should be of little concern 
to us. What is more important is
/. 
gloom, But to others it could 
mean a new lease on life - -  a 
sense of hope and peace being 
aroused in one's self. 
Since coming to Terrace my 
husband and I have sensed and 
felt a continuous healthy 
growth within this area. With its 
scenic surroundings and caring 
people, Terrace possesses the 
needed nutrients to maintain 
this growth. We have so much 
to be thankful for - -  let's not 
take this for granted. 
Contrary to my initial state- 
ment, I would like to make one 
speculative comment: I pray 
that we will see more growth in 
1990 but more importantly 
spiritual growth will abound as 
well. 
As Paul wrote in Ephesians 
3:16-19 (JBP) ' . . . I  pray 
that...Christ may actually live 
in your hearts by your faith. 
And I pray that you, firmly fix- 
ed in love yourselves, may be 
able to grasp (with all Chris- 
tians) how wide and deep and 
long and high is the love of 
Christ - -  and to know, for  
yourselves that  love so far  
beyond our comprehensi6n. 
May you be filled through all 
your being with God Himself" 
Salvation Army A/Captain Gall 
Harker is based in Terrace. 
By TERRY ELKIW 
When I think of the 1990s I
think of the last decade of the 
last century rather than rushing 
ahead to the space-age- 
sounding year of 2000. 
I am curious what people 100 
years ago feared or hoped for 
from the century soon to begin. 
Our ancestors undoubtedly 
knew that they were on the 
brink of tremendous change as 
they could see their world 
shrinking with accelerated 
transportation a d communica- 
tion. 
However, human nature be- 
ing what it is, some things re- 
main constant. French language 
rights and native land claims are 
as much"les causes celebres" in 
Canada now as in 1890. 
Those of us at or near mid- 
life, or older, have witnessed in- 
credible technological and 
scientific leaps in our lifetimes 
and may wonder at the rate of 
advancement i  the future. 
The remaining decade of this 
century may be the last chance 
to make our mark, Some of us 
will be left behind in the 20th 
century and some will move for- 
ward, struggling to keep pace 
with our children. 
The 1990s will see 
McDonald's in Moscow, British 
rule end in I long Kong, and 
democratic growth in countries 
such as the USSR, East Ger- 
many and Czechoslovakia. i 
Will the 90s see the end of 
apartheid, cancer, human in. 
justice or acid rain? Probably ~ 
not, but we could set the stlm. i :  
dards for the next century. : 
' Terry EIkiw is a volunteerwith : i 
the Terrace- Chui'ches* Food 
; !  
,~ 
t 
!, 
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THE SANDE OVERPASS didn't figure prominently in a report on 
ways to improve transportation in the northwest. But the way 
throught he city was highlighted in an earlier provincial study as a 
route with more accidents than average. 
The Year in Review 
William Roy Hutchison was 
sentenced totwo years less a day 
after pleading guilty to 15 
counts of sexual assault, bug- 
gery and gross indecency 
against five adolescent boys bet- 
ween 1978 and 1987. Described 
as a respected pillar of the com- 
munity, Hutchison had been 
IWA business agent and Nor- 
thwest Community College 
board chairman during the 25 
years he lived in Terrace. 
~t t- t . * *  
Bill McRae was made a 
Freeman of the City, only the 
second local resident to be given 
the title. 
4 r****  
A by-pass to route industrial 
traffic away from the Sande 
Overpass did not figure pro- 
minently in a report on regional 
transportation needs. Instead, it
gave priority to upgrading Hwy 
37 from Meziadin Jet. to the 
Yukon border and the road to 
the Nass Valley. 
Suggest ing those im- 
provements would inevitably 
draw more heavy traffic to Ter- 
race, mayor Jack Taistra said 
failing to give priority to a new 
overpass made no sense. 
• k ,  . t . ,  ~- 
The Sunday shopping issue 
resurfaced with the appearance 
of a delegation before council 
calling for a by-law requiring 
local businesses to close by 
noon on Sundays. Spokesman 
July 
George Clark pointed out such 
a by-law was already in place in 
Quesnel. 
The suggestion began a 
months . long debate 
culminating in October's coun- 
cil decision not to consider the 
by-law. After their colleagues 
. had split two-two on the issue, 
aldermen Bob Cooper and Dan- 
ny Sheridan voted against, 
maintaining it would not sur- 
vive a court challenge. 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en Tribal 
Council president Don Ryan 
warned Skeena Cellulose 
against building logging roads 
leading from its new bridge 
across the Skeena into Gitksan 
territory, saying they would be 
blocked. 
The bridge had been built to 
provide access to 10,000ha of 
land from which the company 
planned to harvest 20 mlltion 
cubic metres of wood over the 
next 20 years. 
In response, Skeena Cellulose 
said it wanted to avoid a con- 
frontation and suggested the 
two sides meet for talks. 
, k*** ,k  
Soccer practices at E.T. Ken- 
ney school field were cancelled 
following an incident in which 
an unidentified person fired a 
shot into a group of crows only 
30 feet away from the players. 
• t. ,k ~r .t..k 
While Skecna MLA Dave 
Parker offered assurances it was 
only a formality, Shames 
Mountain Ski corporation was 
still waiting for word on its ac- 
cess road money. 
4t*** ,k  
Mills Memorial hospital 
nurses ignored a union bargain- 
ing committee r commendation 
and voted to reject an offer of a 
new three-year contract. 
• k "k "t" "k "k 
Aldermen were quick to 
remedy a health hazard iden- 
tiffed by local ministry officials. 
The problem was fishermen 
relieving themselves in the Ferry 
Island bushes. The solution was 
installation of two portable 
toilets. 
The Northwest Community 
College board appointed Don 
Anderson president and chief 
executive officer. 
He had been an interim presi- 
dent and was offered the pod- 
tiom after many within the col- 
lege wanted him to stay, said 
c0Hege chairman Ham Wagner. 
Terraceview Lodge officially 
opened its 20-bed extended care 
wing. The first clients moved in- 
to the $1 million extension three 
weeks later. 
* *4rOr~ 
Local RCMP crime preven- 
tion/community coordinator 
Cst. Ewen Harvie left Terrace 
to take up new duties with the 
Kelowna detachment. Ex- 
highway patrolman Cst. Ken 
Harkness was named to the 
position. 
A former Skeena MLA is one 
of those appointed to the forest 
ministry's new forest resources 
commission. 
Cyril Shelford, who served as 
agriculture minister under 
W.A.C. and Bill Bennett, is to 
look at specific forestry prac- 
tices as decided by the forests 
minister. 
Northwest drivers got the 
word this month that fines will 
accompany points given for 
motor vehicle act offences; 
The fines were to have started 
next year; but an administrative 
error in Victoria resulted in ap- 
propriate legislation coming in- 
to force earlier than expected. 
Almost all infractions now 
carry a $75 fine. 
The long, hot summer had its 
downside- low water levels in 
the Deep Creek reservoir forced 
the city to impose sprinkling 
restrictions. Engineering direc- 
tor Stew Christensen said water 
consumption was more than 
three times the average daily 
amount in winter. 
* ****  
Transport Canada turned 
down an airport advisory com- 
mittee request to carry out a test 
of an instrument landing system 
at the airport because the facili- 
ty was slated to get a more 
modern microwave landing 
system in 1994. 
~:That: proposed installation 
~ la te t~har ig~l  to-1996. '
The Kitselas and Kit- 
sumkalum native bands and 
Tsimshian tribal council said 
they would oppose any effort to 
divert Herman Creek, a 
tributary of the Lakelse River. 
Recreational and government 
fishery bodies were also sharply 
critical of the idea. 
A month earlier Skeena MLA 
Dave Parker had suggested the 
move in response to residents 
complaints a gravel bar at the 
mouth of the creek was acting 
as a dam and raising lake levels 
during periods of high water. 
* * 'k**  
When one of the sons kicked 
the object out of the ground, 
the Bulleid family found a stone 
in the path they had been using 
for 20 years was in fact a smoke 
mortar bomb. A disposal team 
from CFB Chilliwack was called 
August 
in to blow up the device. 
* ~- ,A-,k ,k 
After an 18-month wait, 
Shames Mountain Ski Corpora- 
tion finally received confirma- 
tion the provincial government 
would come up with $2.4 
million to build the final four 
kilometres of access road to the 
proposed ski hill and improve 
the 9kin stretch connecting it to 
Hwyl6. 
• : . , .~***  
Council rejected a plan for a 
neighbourhood pub on the 
city's southside - -  it would have 
been the community's first - -  
following an outcry from those 
living near the proposed 
Haugland Ave. location. 
,4 r ,k ,~ 
The Kitselas band announced 
plans to develop a 180-1ot sub- 
division at Kitselas canyon near 
Usk and establish a historical 
park on the site of three one- 
time villages. Also proposed 
was a museum of artifacts to be 
located at the sub-division. 
Meanwhile, work on 18 new 
homes at the Kitsumkalum 
village was under way. The new 
development would increase the 
number of homes there to 57 
and bring the population up to 
223. 
The Terrace Rod and Gun 
club offered a reward for infor- 
mation leading to the arrest and 
conviction of the person or per- 
sons responsible for the 
shooting of three grizzly bear 
cubs. The frozen bodies of the 
cubs had been found in garbage 
bags at the Thornhill dump. 
Local conservation officer 
Terry McGunigle later revealed 
the cubs were the same three he 
had authorized'killed in 1987 
b~ecause :,.-~their =7 mother 
represented a tl~eat o workers 
at the Union Bay logging camp. 
**  ~. , .k  Or 
Two Lakelse families got sad 
news from the Vancouver Game 
Farm - -  one of the bear cubs 
they had nurtured earlier in the 
year had died. Although the 
game farm was able to confirm 
the youngster died of twisted in- 
nards, it could not say whether 
it was Baby or Echo that had 
perished. 
* t- * .k*  
Skeena MLA Dave Parker 
found himself in the midst of a 
storm after remarks in which he 
described AIDS as a self- 
inflicted disease and suggested 
some environmentalists were 
being manipulated by Moscow. 
Responding to the criticism, 
Parker efused to apologize and 
promised to continue speaking 
his mind. 
LISA WEBBER on Desa was one of those representing Heritage Park as the 1989 Riverboat Days 
parade took to the streets. A large number of floats and other entertainment was offered to trhe crowds 
who line Lakelse Ave. 
September 
The city won a 50 per cent 
reduction in a $7,500 fine 
assessed by the Workers Com- 
pensation Board for a breach of 
shoring regulations during a 
Sept. 1988 drainage project. 
In granting the reduction, the 
WCB noted a "significant 
reduction" in accidents in re- 
cent years despite the increased 
amount of work being carried 
out. 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege returned from Vancouver 
empty handed following a 
recruitment drive aimed at per- 
suading southern students to 
enrol at the local institution. 
However, registrar Brian 
Loptson *said enrolment from 
within the northwest region was 
up 20 per cent on last year. In- 
creased enrolment was also the 
story at local schools with enrol- 
ment up 150 from 1988 with up 
to a 100 more still expected. 
.k ~ . ,k**  
Regional head biologist Bob 
Hooton said the fish and 
wildlife branch might have to 
abandon its steel head-related 
programs unless something was 
done to solve the problem of the 
incidental catch by the commer- 
cial fishery. ~ .... ,. 
His remarks came following 
one of the poorest recorded 
steel head returns to the Skeena 
(less than 20,000 compared to 
46,000 in 1988.) 
Later in the month, a local 
fishing lodge announced the 
lack of steelhead had forced it 
to shut down for the rest of the 
season. **  $r'k-k 
The trial of school trustee 
Delbert Morgan and others he 
was charged with operating an 
illegal bingo came to an abrupt 
and unexpected end When the 
Crown prosecutor requested a
stay opf proceedings. : :'- 
Morgan said the turnaround 
came when the judge indicated 
he would allow the defence to 
argue the charges were un- 
const i tut ional  under the 
aboriginal rights clause. 
"k**  ~"k 
Skylink flight 070 slammed 
into trees just west of  Terrace- 
Kitimat airport runway 15-33 
killing all seven people aboard. 
Subsequently, the airline's 
operating llcence was pulled 
after Transport Canada said it 
was not being given all the 
documents it required to carry 
out an audit ordered by federal 
Transport minister Benofi 
Bouchard. 
A Canadian Aviation Safety 
Board investigation, to deter~ 
mine the cause of the crash con- 
tinues at this date but it will 
likely be April before its fin- 
dings are made public, 
cent'd A7 . . . .  
ALL SEVEN ABOARD Skylink flight 070 were ki~Jed Sept. 26 when 
the MetroUner aircraft struck the ground beside the Terrace airport. 
The company's licorice was subsequently pulled and an investlga' 
tlon continues. 
October 
An overwhelming majority 
(90 per cent) of respondents toa 
regional health survey tagged 
alcohol abuse as the number 
one problem in the northwest. 
The Skeena Health Unit 
reported drug abuse (60 per 
cent) ranked second. 
,t. *.t. ~t * 
A Kalum forest district of. 
ficial said the long, dry summer 
was expected to increase the 
seedling mortality rate by as 
much as half a million. 
Silviculture officer Bob 
Wilson forecast only a 75 per 
cent survival rate compared to 
the 85 per cent norm. However, 
he added, there would probably 
be areas where most seedlings 
didn't make it and a full replan- 
ting would be required. 
A Cancer Control Agency 
report revealed long term 
potline workers at Alcan's 
Kitimat smelter were five times 
more likely to contract bladder 
cancer. 
Former Terrace lawyer Bruce 
McColi was named a new 
Justice of the B.C, Supreme 
Court. A graduate of Skeena 
store to protest its decision to 
award the renovation project 
contract to Kermodei Construe. 
tio~. Co-op spokesmen explain. 
ed the Kermodei bid was 
$200,000 less than the only 
other received. 
Although the district labour 
council later agreed to join the 
boycot t ,  Co-op genera l  
ms~nager Lawrence ~Gosselin 
said the store had recorded 
record sales for the three-week 
period to mid-October. 
The city's new by-law en- 
forcement officer, B.C. Corps 
of Commisionaires member 
Fern Sweeting, took up her 
duties. , 
*****  
Spokesman Don Ryan warn- 
ed the Gitksan.Wet'suwet,en 
would, extend their policy of  
blockading any new resource 
development On/and. it claims 
to include Alcan,s~Kemano 
Completion project, He said the 
blockades would in the 
sPring of  1990i ~ ", • ' 
Although figures released by 
the local RCMP showed a more  
them 15 per cent increase in sex. 
Secondary school, McColl also ual assault cues; Staff Sgt. 
taught here before being admit- Woods suggested the jump was 
ted to the bar in 1966 . . . . . .  the result of more victims com. 
• . , . , ,  ing forward rather than a real 
Union building trades ~ f~ease  in the number of in. 
members called on others to ci~nts, 
joi n their boycott of the Co-op gOIl~'d A7 
i 
1989  
Septem 
,The r Nisga'a, and 
sovernmmt sngned a fra 
agreement setting Out t~ 
tionsl ~ ahd! t imetab  
negotiating a land ela 
withinthre e year's. 
Council agreed to su 
principle the Skeena Pn 
Society's call for rec~ 
become part of the clt) 
management policy. E 
both parties agreed the 
lot of preliminary Wm 
before recycling beca m, 
ty here. 
Following continued 
tion from Bench reside 
, rection's branch district 
Rob Watts "said the 
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I November I 
Kitselas band members Mel 
Bevan and Wilfred McKenzie 
were~o Tsimshian Tribal Coun- 
cil executive. Bevan became 
president and McKenzie 
secretary-treasurer. 
With the  official tourist 
season at an end, the chamber 
of commerce said 6,655 visits 
were recorded at the organiza- 
tion's information centre this 
year, That was up slightly from 
1988's 6,465. Telephone en- 
quiries were also up - -  from 
1,803 to 2,714. 
t- ~r .t- * ~tr 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm an- 
nounced a cabinet shake-up that 
saw Skeena MLA Dave Parker 
shifted from the forests ministry 
from A6, 
Dave Parker 
earlier plan had called for the 
chemicals to be stored in a Soucie site was only 
several, locations to be con- 
s idered.  He also dismissed 
security and falling property 
value concerns raised by 
residents. 
from A6 
Octobe 
TERRACE AMBULANCE attendants now have an extra emergency device -- a portable defibrilator. 
That's unit chief Mike Dwyer demonstrating how the small device is used. It's automatically programm- 
agreement allowing the core- 
r to extract cubic. pany 623,000 m 
metres o f  wood annually out Of road could cost up to $4 million 
ed to assess a patient and has two pre-set shock levels. 
Skee,a Cellulose Inc. ,sol, I December extended its search for pulp logs ' 
by applying for a pulpwood 
***  * * i" the  Cariboo over the next 25 
• Figures released by the B.C; years. The fibre is needed for a 
government showed the number proposed mill expansion at its 
Prince Rupert mill. 
Two weeks earlier, SCI had 
applied for a similar agreement 
covering the Williams Lake 
Timber Supply Area under 
which it would harvest 265,000 
cubic metres annually for 25 
years. 
Region* a l  * * * * highways manager 
Jon Buckle said planned im- 
provements o the Nass .Valley 
over the a five-year period. The 
request for money was being in- 
cluded in budget preparations 
fo r  next year's work program, 
he addedl 
. k** .k*  
A study commissioned bythe 
Skeena Labour Development 
Committee revealed there was a 
shortage of skilled workers in 
the northwest and the situation 
will get worse unless action was 
taken. 
In his report, Dr. Val George 
suggested employers should 
iJ 
revitalize their apprenticeship 
programs and called for im- 
proved liaison between industry 
and local education i stitutions. 
'k ~"k'k W " 
A proposed two per cent 
municipal hotel/motel room tax 
drew fire from local hoteliers. 
While applauding the intent of 
the tax -- to generate xtra 
money to be spent on tourism 
promotion - -  they wondered 
why they were being singled out 
while the many other businesses 
that would benefit from a boost 
in visitors went untouched. 
of teemge mothers in the 
Skeena region ,-- 15-19. year 
olds accounted for more than 10 
p~r cent of all births - -  was 
double the provincial average. 
S~sequently, the Skeena 
Health Unit issued a call for 
condom machines to be install- 
ed in all schools and public 
buildings where teens tended to 
congregate. 
-t * t, .t .~ 
The Sunday shopping issue 
was put back on ice when coun- 
cil declined to adopt a by-law 
requiring stores to close by 12 
noon. After their colleagues had 
split two-two on the issue, 
. aldermen Bob Cooper and Dan- 
ny Sheridan voted the regula- 
tions down, ~.ma~ntaini~g:4L. 
would not survwe a court 
challengel 
In the wake of the Skylink air 
crash and suggestions moke 
might have been a contributory 
factor, the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district called for a ban 
on all slash burning within 10 
miles of the Terrace-Kitimat ir- 
port. 
Meanwhile, crash in- 
vestigators evealed the Skylink' 
plane had experienced a 25 per 
cent airspeed acceleration 
seconds before the crash. They 
would not, however, speculate 
on its meaning 
BC Hydro announced it 
wanted to build a second 
transmission line from .Terrace 
to Kitimat. 
The line will handle the power 
being sold by Alcan to B.C. 
Hydro when the former's 
Kemano Completion Project is 
finished. 
AS DECEMBER arrived, so did the many and varied annual arts and crafts sales in preparation for the 
Christmas season. Regional shoppers had many such events to peruse and to make choices for 
Christmas decorations and presents. There were also teas to attend and baked goods to purchase. The 
season was rounded out with a variety of Christmas concerts, church services and parties. 
to lands as well as becoming 
minister esponsible for nor- 
thern development. 
The reshuffle also saw the 
disappearance of the economic 
development regions. 
Bear cubs were back in the 
news again as two more bruins 
were sent southwards to a new 
home on the Vancouver Game 
Farm. Conservation officer Ken 
Hoffman said the 9-10 month 
old cubs were picked up after 
they became separated from 
their respective mothers. 
Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district received word its ap- 
plication for a $707,000 GO 
B.C. grant had been approved. 
With $1 million already promis- 
ed by the federal government, 
that left $415,000 to be found 
locally to complete financing of 
the proposed $2.1 million ex- 
pansion of the facility. 
The project will be a joint 
venture between the regional 
district and Kitamaat band 
council. 
Lakelse Lake residents were 
both confused and angry over 
contradictory >decisions by 
Revenue Canada on whether 
they qualified for the northern 
tax benefit. Told earlier they 
did, some residents aid they 
were now being told the matter 
was under eview. 
,A- ,A, * ~r ~. 
A meeting to discuss a pro- 
posed angling guide policy was 
marked by a Kitsumkalum band 
warning it will operate an angl- 
ing guide service next year with 
or without an environment 
ministry licence. 
In April the ministry had re- 
jected a band application pen- 
ding the outcome of the policy 
process. However, fish and 
wildlife regional manager Tom 
Chamberlin said proposed 
restrictions on guiding opera- 
tions meant he band would not 
get a licence for the Kalum 
River. 
Transport Canada announc- 
ed it had dropped plans to ship 
PCB waste from Castlegar and 
Cranbrook to Terrace. An 
former munitions banker at the 
Terrace-Kitimat irport. 
**W**  
Atlin MLA Larry Guno-  
his riding is disappearing under 
boundary reorganization" and 
former Terrace mayor Helmut 
Giesbrecht declared they would 
be seeking the NDP nomination 
as candidate for the Skeena 
riding. The nomination meeting 
is set for next March. 
School trustees gave the go. 
ahead for a study into problems 
faced by native students in local 
schools. Suggesting .both 
parents and teachers tended to 
pass on misconceptions and 
negative attitudes about native 
people to non-native students, 
Kitselas band chief Mel Bevan 
said the study would be a first 
step in combatting racism in 
schools. 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege and its BCGEU employees 
reached agreement on a new 
26-month contract which • gave 
both instructional and non- 
instructional members increases 
averaging 14.25 per cent. 
Isobel Brophy 
Local nurse Isobel Brophy is 
to be the subject of an inquiry 
to see if she had violated ethical 
standards by having conversa- 
tions with patients about abor- 
tion. 
The Registered Nurses 
Association of B.C. alleged 
Brophy had discussed the sub- 
ject with Mills Memorial pa- 
tients five times between Oct. 
1986 and June 1989. The in- 
quiry is scheduled to begin Feb. 
12. 
/ 
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AirBC SUPERFARES: 
AirBC is warming up the winter 
with great savings for you to 28 AirBC 
cities across the West. 
BOOK NOW AND SAVf 60~ 
off a full fare round trip economy ticket 
until May 15,1990. 
Valid for travel from January 10 to 
March 14 and April 18 to May 15, 1990. 
Tickets must be purchased 7 days prior 
to departure. Minimum/Maximum stay 
and other conditions apply. Seats are 
limited. Fares are subject to change 
without notice. 
For complete details, call your 
travel agency or AirBC at: 
The new spirit of the west. 
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FUN- FU~- FUN 
n Slides & pools 
n 
i TH E BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF :. 
m bring a friend. SCHOOL D I S T R I C T  88  
I '+ .  AND " + 
m ~..~HI! TE2:RACE DISTRIC+., ~ 1  "m III Im ~Ll~kf} . il!~&ll~.,~lll~l &i ImlB I .  + +i:ii! 
. ¢ '  
| CALL 798  2-" m'-~ m 
i After 4 :30  p.m. all pools 1 
and slides are 2 for 1. ~ ~ ~ . I 
m n n m m m m m  m m  mm m ~  
Terrace Co-op 
Food Floor WelComes 
George Kozak 
George, a Terrace resident for 2V= 
years now, is the new Meat Depart- 
ment Manager at the Terrace Co-op. 
He Offers us 24  years exper ience in 
meat cuffing and owned his own 
business prior to  Joining the Co.op 
!s~ team ss  Meat Manager.  
~ ,: ~, , ~, He looks •forward to serving you at 
.~ . ~++ ~ ~ the Co-op.  
George  Kozak  Quality,, Sele¢tion' andserv ice  are  
our commitment  to you; 
Terrace Co-op Department Store 
4617 Grsig AVe., Terrace B.C. 
Phohe 68&GS47 
• "YOUR I ;MH IAVB STORE" ,  . . . . .  . .. ~ . ', ff " 4:" q" '""  'e' '1 " ~'~ e: ~ ~' " ~" ;¢~ ' * ' q '4'~ .~" " . ;r S:qC' : ~ q'm~'~';q:~ ¢ " 
:2  
TEACHERS'  ASSOCIATION 
- : :  . . . .  :~e  p leased  to  jo int ly  sponsor  a pub l ic  fo rum and day  
r + ,~,  
of discussion on the Ministry of Education's : :i:: ~ 
~ii ' :~:;! : i  ~ 'YEAR 2000 '  proposal for Curriculum revision. ! 
PUBLIC FORUM " 
.-,:.~ Sunday, January 14, 1990 
: :!/i::: !~? Caledonia Lecture Th 
• 7 :30 p.m. 
. f i  
"ducat•on persol 
review the prop~ 
responses,  bet, 
members of th 
nveyed to  the M 
- ,% 
DAY OF DISCUS, q 
ii!~Monday, January 15, 
!nn lngat  REM Lee"  
~•/~ •at •9:00,a.m. 
;i i i i i~ti6ois!Willbe closed to all, 
!b~ohem, trustees, and distr 
pbmonnel  to meet to disGuss 
2;,~+:~:~::: p roposed curriculum change 
!ii~i!i!i~i;i-:i~ ~?iP~ent and oublio particil~ation,~;:,~,::i::i;:;~i:;~;; 
,-,+ 
- • :  , :  
,;7; 
?•+,•  ' , + , ~" 
• r 
• + , 
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lili money search goes oversea I' : MOVATRON CHER-AN'S RE 
• • THE PAINLESS ALTERNATIVE TO ELECTROLYSIS 
"The  president of not enough if it should ever the possibility of the two com- aitho/xgh that figure could ~,ary':' , . .  • ' ' ~i 
a '~  npany which wants to build Want to expand. : peting for the Same fibre supply depending on its location. :~. ~ ' i 
• a'p p mtil in the northwest has He said it is"very likely" 'dnder the agreement, i He said the mill .would . : ;!~ 
. just returned from a search for that Orenda will apply for pulp ' ' Cooper declined to give employ 120 people with another , . .4,  _ ~. ~, , i~ ,~ ,. lli '~i 
investors In Hong Kong . . . .  fibre under. Pulpwood .Agree- figures onthe contemplated size 80 in ancillary jobs while ~ t ~ouJC~ ~_ . .  ,o~w~0yN " . '!~ 
,:~i~It was a good trip," said ment 17 should it decide to.  but did s'ay t~ee loeations are an0t]her 30O would be needed in p~na~.s*-A~.~,~ . .~  i :  ~ 
HughCooper0f, Orenda Forest build. Bids are now'being a'c, UnderConsideration. One is the the.bush and to  transport wood. ~ . GONSULTATION. .~ , ' ~' 
• FACIALS& SCALP TREATMENTS' ;T Pi0dl/cts who added that plmm- cepted for a licence :under that former molybdenum mine at i ACTI ' "  " " ~  ' a COMPUMENT~Y 
ins,for the proposed mill ]s pro- agreement which would see a Kitsau t. I r . . . . . . . . .  I 
~ g .  ,: i ,  : : i  maximum of 623,000 cubic," Earlierin the year, Cooper I ,  ort~eoesta.,s,n.erraco, | 635-33071: i !i 
• ,: ~i.Tiie~mills: of the gods krind metres:of fibre cut a year for 25 saidapulp mill Could cost in the ~;::~,rERRAC E STANDART3 . 4sos i.AZEI.L¢ T~RAGE " . ~.; ' ".. " 
isl0w, btitthey~indexceedhzsly years in thenorthweSt;/'~ i i neighbourhOod of  $300 ml]iion .~-~e=~i . . . . . . . . .  --z"* 1 _~ ,. .... I il 
: fine,'!, said CbopeK-,:. ' i '. Since Orenda now sells,some 
:., :. Orenda Forest • Products,. of tSe pulp ' fibre iC Cuts to 
formerly :Asitka. ResourCes, i 'SkeCna: Cellulose for its Port 
already has icuttins rights in the :iEdward pulp xnill, that means 
north Kalum and supplies pulp the latter, wouldhave to find a 
fibre and saw logs tomills in the replacement sot/rce : should 
Orenda' build.' ' 
' Skeena Cellulose is also in- 
terested in Pulpwood~ Agree -
ment 17 because it is con-  
templating azz expansion of its 
Port Edward mill, bringing up 
s~ 
: north,:in the south • and exports 
' some wood. .  ,. 
:: : Cooper said the company has 
enough wood ,under its own 
forest licence to supply a mill Of 
the size it is'contemplating but 
THE ARTS CLUB THEATRE PRESENTS, 
:JANUARY 
' 0 
HAY FEVER " °.n 
• , . . . .  ~ ('~ , . - .  ,~  o*  
,~  ~~.~~^_~%~'~l<R ~ ~ . "i ~,~c ~ ::~: o 
0 
"~ 0 • 
•- /  \ ',i hilarious 
(i. / i  • " 'comedy of 
/ ~ an outrageous 
: J ' - :  family ~nd its 
unsuspecting house guests. / ~  
NOEL COWARD 
8 p.m. Sunday, February 11, 1990 
REM Lee Theatre 
Reserved seating. Get your tickets early. 
Tickets at Erwln's Jewellers, Skeena Mall 
$14 adult $9 student 
Help• us say bye ~7 
to 1989 stock with • 
these great savingsi 
We must make 
room for 1990 stock! 
TH~S IS SLEEPWEEK 
I 
i 
i l  
. t : 
t 
i i 
t 
I 
if 
/, 
:!i 
~,~ r 
~)'4h - 
v#O 4P 
~, *r~ THE LITTLE 
NEeD 
PLUS matlneeflatula 2p.m..Satunday 
Bedroom Suite 
Rno10 
SAVE 
OP To I[zJWV OFF 
)l 
SLEEP 
WEEK 
SALE 
CLEARANCE . 
;:s199 
MATTRESS 
,m. & 9:15 p.m. 
. . .  
7:15 p.m. 
& 9:30 p.m.. 
ENDS THURSDAY 
:Tango &Cash 7 p.m. & 9:15 p.m. 
ENDS FRIDAY 
:All Dogs Go To HQaven 7:15 p.m. 
rShe Devil ~ 9:30 p.m. 
Bedroom Suite 
al~_ 4qz% 
HMe-a-bod Couch 
Large assortment 
AND UP 
Welcome the new decade with great savings! 
Furniture • Terrac art 
4434 I.akelse,Ave, ~-.- 638-0555 
I 
Your family owned and operated furniture storel 
I! L 
T 
COLD,  BEER and  WINE STORE ' , 
Wlth a great selection of products for the new year. Plus quality eportawearl ~ ,: 
'" 635"63100 Monday to Friday Saturday Sunday - Open Holidays - i .  
10 a.m. to 11 p.m. 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. (except Chdstmasl , :!i!, !-LII{ ;i!i ! ,  ~i,~i 
-~L  ~ 
Ii ~, 
i 
I 
R Law centre receives f ' 
Ii 
cen~; i id ;sg ;ary  , h e Terrace's community law two coversanareafromKitimat I ~ ~ i I 
workers I/30:;, 
uu ,t a t I RAINBOW EMBROIDERY ;1 
TERRACE - -  Canadian Union I Skeena Mall 6a~ 82zs.", I 
of Public Employees members 
at Northwest Community Col- 
lege will get pay increases of 14 
per cent over the next 20 months 
under a new contract ratified 
recently. 
NWCC public relations 
manager Betty Kofoed said the 
agreement provides for a 3 per 
cent "catch-up" increase to br- 
ing rates at the college into line 
with those of similar sized 
establishments el ewhere in the 
province, a 7 per cent hike ef- 
fective At}g. 1, 1989 and a fur- 
ther 4 per cent on Aug. 1, 1990. 
The contract expires March 31, 
1991. 
The contract also calls for a 
joint union-college committee 
to be set up to examine the 
system of assessing instructors' 
workloads. Kofoed explained 
each teaching position was 
assigned a value based on the 
workload associated with the 
job. 
She said the review committee 
will consist of three union and 
three college representatives and 
its recommendations will be im- 
plemented in August, 1.990. 
Most of the approximately 40
CUPE members are instructors 
at NWCC but the agreement 
also covers library staff, the col- 
lege's counsellor position and 
its academic head. 
Increase 
given 
TERRACE - -  Employees of the 
Terrace Community Services 
Society will have their wages 
brought up to provincial 
averages with the signing of a 
three-year agreement, says its 
executive director. 
The contract with the B.C. 
Government Employees Union 
(BCGEU) is retroactive to April 
1 and concludes March 31, 
1992, Detlef Beck said last 
week. 
He said the contract will 
benef i t  the most those 
employeesworking i  the socie- 
ty's group homes and self help 
programs as the province has 
said it wants to gradually in- 
crease wages in those areas. 
Those programs are financed 
through a contract with the 
social services and housing 
ministry. 
"We'll be going into negotia- 
tions (with the ministry) in 
January," said Beck. 
Other workers receiving in- 
creases through the collective 
agreement are drug and alcohol 
counsellors and those in home 
support programs. 
"Alcohol and drug workers, 
for instance, are already 
covered by a BCGEU agree- 
ment and we follow closely the 
master GEU agreement with the 
province," said Beck. 
Beck did not know what 
retroactive pay dating back to 
April I will amount o and said' 
the total cost of the package is 
now being worRed out~  
Starting wages of $7 an hour 
for home support workers in- 
creases to $9.50 an hour by Oc- 
tober 1991. 
The society has an annuai 
budget of $3 .5~on iand  
employs 80' peopie!in V~ous  
;,. programs: through ~:; contracts 
Benson Optical Laboratories Ltd. 
4608 Lakelse Ave. 638.0341 
I 
Shop late 'til eight 
at Finning- 
To suit your schedule, 
oui parts department 
is now open 8 to 8 • 
weekdays and 8 to 5 
Saturdays, giving you 
more time to cash in 
on low priced Sure- 
Craft oil products'. 
And truckers! Take 
advantage of our 
engine oil change 
specials - -  only $109 
includes 40 litres of 
Sure-Craft oil, oil filter 
and labor or $129 for 
40 litres of Cat diesel 
engine oil, oil filter: 
and labor. 
For parts and service 
second to none - -and 
now longer opening 
hours - -  you can 
count on us. 
FINNING 
W Count On Us 
4621 Keith Road 
Terrace, 635-7144 
DO you 
feel like " , )!, | I q 
the ' L " • : i  . . . . .  ~ 
turkey tl [g 
a you ate at 
Christmas? i , -  , _ v 
U 
' V Start the New •Year 
with a fitness ' : 
• program that could 
change your life. ~- 
THIS IS THE YEAR ~ 
IROnWORH5 
"=m" Gym& Fitness. Centre 
4551 Qreig Avenue 6354130 
I II 
~o armour tce  
~.or~ ~. ~o.J 
,.e.,,, ,,,d/ & ,= l .  ~o,,, , .d  
• .d,. ele.o.~ a~.,o.fl..r. ,,,ill 
.ol,=,.~,.,d ,.el~. ~,o... 
&~... ,~iJ 0~o.=., 
~o.~o. g'&.~.i.,. 
(~e~orL  
Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT 5:00 PM 
j • •  MOUNT LAYTON. HOT SPRINGS 
grp~~ RESORT LTD. ,'~ 
798-2214 
Halogen Seal Beam 
(4 lamp system) 
=14oo 
Winter Wiper Blades 
15" - 16", 18" - 19" from 
=7 °°  to $8  00 
Oil & Filter Change 
 20oo 
TERRACE MOTORS 
4912 Hwy. 16 West DU~. NO. 596Z 
[ 
@ 
636-6558 
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Christmas appeal answered 
~'~ " ,~ :,~ , 
( 
I 
.~ ~ 
i ~, , f f i~  . " .  . j  . 
.9 
BAKINGHAM PALACE. The city's most popular piece of real estate over the Christmas period was to be 
found in Mills Memorial Hospital. The creation of Northwest Community College cooking instructor 
Brian Parkes, this elaborately decorated gingerbread house was raffled off, raising $260 for the Salva- 
tion Army. In the spirit of the season, raffle winner Judy Lambright gave the house to the children's 
ward'where it was received many an admiring glance from youngsters and staff members alike. Here 
Elizabeth Wideman (left) and Penny Henderson look on as Sandra Carlick surveys the tasty treat. 
Parkes said it took him about five hours to complete the house but we are reliably informed it's demoli- 
tion was a lot quicker. 
Wasn't that a part.y7 
Mabel Hobenshield's 90th 
birthday was quite the celebra- 
tion. 
It all started Dec. 2 when a 
group of 80, mostly relatives, 
gathered at the Kitwanga school 
hall to help her celebrate he big 
occasion. 
The hall was decorated with 
many colourful balloons and 
Happy Birthday banners to 
mother, grandmother and 
great-grandmother (Mabel has 
29 grandchildren and 20 great- 
grandchildren). The walls were 
also adorned with two posters 
--  one of Mabel's mother, 
father and brothers/sisters and 
their families, the other of her 
eight children with their 
families. 
Alvin Hobenshield was 
master of ceremonies and had 
all his brothers and sisters it at 
one table with the guest of 
honaur. Mabel was presented 
with a corsage by one-year-old 
Lauren Hobenshield, ably 
assisted by her Dad, Dale. 
June Phiipot said Grace 
before everyone enjoyed the 
lovely buffet for which many of 
the guests had provided a 
favourite dish. ~ -'~ 
Alvin then gave a short 
"Here  'n - 
There"  J#' 
by l~: : .  ~1 L y 
Yvonne Moen 
Some of the older grand- 
children were asked to read out 
congratulations received from 
Governor-Genera l  Jeanne 
Sauve, prime minister Brian 
Mulroney, premier Bill Vander 
Zalm, B.C. Lt-Governor David 
Lain and Skeena MLA Dave 
Parker. 
Out-of-town guests included 
Bey Livingstone of Barriere and 
her three sons, Marx & Harvey, 
Alviri & Peggy and Bobby 
Hobenshield all of Campbell 
River, Donna Baker and Albert 
Bussiere from Edmonton, 
Mildred Doll and Dale, Jutta 
and Lauren Hobenshield from 
Hai~elton, Earl and Pat Hoben- 
shield, Carole and Graham 
Larsen and Yvonne and Andy 
De Boer and son, Bubble and 
Rodney Harris and daughters 
from Kispiox. 
Also June Philpoh Eileen and 
Raymond Brackenbury, Mary 
and Gerw Ford and family, 
history of his mother's life and Sylvia and Bob Elliott, Nancy 
~amily history. They arrived in and Ricky Doll and family from 
Cedarvale in1923 from Alber- "Smithers,  Jay and Pete 
to, moving to Kitwanga in 1927 Kayklywyj from Telkwa, Deb- 
Doll. 
I'm sure they both enjoyed all 
the attention they were given 
but then, when you reach 90 
and 93 respectively, why 
shouldn't you get lots of atten- 
tion? Many more years of hap- 
piness to both Mabel and 
Harvey. 
"k "k "k *" ~¢ 
Reg and Marie Beckley paid a 
visit to Saskatoou to visit 
daughter Donna. Also joining 
them was daughter Linda and 
family from Williams Lake. 
The family not only had 
Christmas to celebrate, but also 
Reg and Marie's 40th wedding 
anniversary. Many more years 
of happiness to them both and a 
safe journey home. 
Barry and Leslie Heit receiv- 
ed a very special Christmas gift 
-- a new daughter Shie-Lee. 
Congratulations to you both. 
,..k .k 'k *- 
Trudy Hansen and family 
headed south for the Christmas 
vacation. Hope the trip to 
Dlsneyland was a nice one. 
where all the children were hie' Lloyd and SteVen Noble , ,  * **  
born. Then it was on to Terrace from Prince George;:Sandy and To my friends in Meziadin, 
in 1948 where Mabel has lived Gi~eg Trainot" from :/Prince Armin and Blanch Le Blond --  
since. She isnoW, f~sident ai the Rui~rt and L ind Kiick from hope you had a very Merry 
Willows. , ;" :~,!:';~' i ~ '~' :, '~ Vancouver. : ?, : ~ Christmasand a Happy ~ New 
All the children shid 'a~! fe~/:' : The  Celebration continued Year. ' '. : 
words and many ahji~h|ertilhiing ~ with a birthday cake at the Hap- ' , * * * * - :  
story was told.as ~e!Id~i~ribtites py Gang Centre on Dec. 14 and That's all fo r  this ::week. 
given. ~everal~guests::~rovid ~ , a~iother at the Sacred Heart Don't forget o let me know if 
mote faCtS ab0ut!~Ma~!!~ life.,~p~ish:on Deck. i7 wh|~hMabel yOu.lidveany news you'd lik e to 
which were ¢~o~i~i~ ~:~sbared wlth•tiei broth~!~,~a~eY , pns~ On'.' • 
money~ toys and food donated 
to the Salvation Army's annual 
Christmas appeal show 1989 
wa.,; one of the best years ever, 
Capt. John Harker says he 
doesn't measure the success of 
the campaign in terms of 
figures. 
"The success I see is people 
opening their hearts and 
reaching ow~t o help others," 
Harker said, adding past ex- 
perience suggested the com- 
munity's spirit of generosity 
was likely to continue through 
the rest of the year. 
Donations this time allowed 
the army to distribute 247 
hampers of food and although 
that was down from 19g8's 320, 
he said it reflected a decrease in
demand rather than any falling 
off in public support. 
In fact, with food donations 
running "about he same as last 
year" and fewer hampers being 
needed, the army had ended up 
with a surplus of more than 60 
boxes of canned and non- 
perishable goods• However, 
Harker emphasized, the excess 
would be put to good use by giv- 
ing it to the local food bank. 
Donations of toys (491) had 
ensured needy oungsters found 
an extra two or three presents 
to open on Christmas Day and 
the army had also laid on 9 
• Christmas dinners and 
distributed 208 "Sunshine 
Bags." 
He said the bags had contain- 
ed a pen, tissues, shampoo, and 
an apple, orange and cheese 
snack this year and had gone to 
hospital patients, Terraceview 
residents and those attending 
the seniors' dinner in Kitimat. 
"It's .just something to say 
weq:e h~re and we care," he ad- 
ded . :  
In terms of cash contribu- 
tions, Harker said donations 
reached an all-time high. 
Numerous individuals and 
organizat ions including 
businesses, unions and service 
clubs had given a total of 
$21,050, up $7,500 from 1988. 
That figure included $4,356 
from the the local credit union 
which had challenged its 
members to match its donation 
of $2,500. 
Captain John Harker 
Another major contribution '; 
came from Thornhill Jr. Secon- 
dary school - -  just over $2,000 !'1 
was raised by taking pledges 
during a starve-a-then i  early 
November• Students went 
without food for 24 hours. It 
was the first year the students "~ 
had undertaken such an event 
and there are plans for another ~' 
next year. 
The generosity of the general 
public had also resulted in a 50 
per cent increase in contribu- 
tions to the annum kettle drive 
with $6,170 being dropped into 
kettles at the shopping mall and 
liquor store. Harker pointed out 
that result was all the more im- 
pressive considering this year's ' 
drive had been of shorter dura- 
tion than last year's. 
Echoing comments from ar- 
my personnel elsewhere in the 
province, Harker said the in- 
troduction of the dollar coin 
had likely played its part in the 
increase. 
• Pointing out most people 
tended to drop in whatever 
loose change they happened to 
be carrying at the time, he add- 
ed, "We found we got a lot of 
looniesY 
Harker said the money would 
be used over the course of the 
year to support a number of 
projects including the army's 
welfare program, providing 
transient work and helping with 
transportation costs for those 
who needed it. 
Harker said the last time the t " 
Christmas campaign had hit 
$30,000 was in the winter of 
1983-84, the depth of the reces- 
sion in the community. 
Kinsmen donate 
THE HAPPY GANG CENTRE recently took delivery of two refurbish- 
ed wheelchairs from the Kinsmen Rehabilitation Foundation. 
Above, local Kinsmen public relations chairman Walter Pearce 
(standing, left) and KRF director Robert Finlaysofi take Blaclde Mc- 
Connell and Fred Berghauser for a test spin. ~ ..... 
Date correction 
A type 'in last week's column had the Hugh Fraser jazz 
quintet making its Terrace appearance on Monday, January 
28,The date should have read Jan. 8. That's next Monday so 
anyone wishing tO attend.should get their ticket quiCkly;i~hey 
i are ~va!!able atE rwin Jewelers in the~SkeenaM~l:. "~'i" :;--== 
#L 
#-"`  ~ 
r: 
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KING FUNG made northwest history in October by becoming pro- 
vincial karate champion in Kata -- the prearranged forms event --  
at the provincial championships in Prince George. 
B.C .  Youth Soccer Associa- 
tion cancels a summer soccer 
academy in Terrace -- to be the 
second in the province, and soc- 
cer centre for northern B.C. 
due to lack of registration. 
Terrace's  men's soccer league 
goes under, organizers say, 
because most teams prefer to 
play in tournaments. And as 
.hockey players begin to lace on 
their skates, one of the men's 
hockey leagues uffers a similar 
fate. The commercial hockey 
league is disbanded ue to lack 
of sponsors and organization. 
Recreational hockey league 
picks up a team and prepares to 
enter its best year ever. 
August 
Ang ler  Dale Greenwood cat- 
ches the first fish of Hawaiian 
International Bilifish Tourna- 
ment - -  a 282-1b marlin. 
M iche l le  Hendry plays on 
the B.C. women's basketball 
team at the Canada Summer 
Games. The team goes 
undefeated and captures the, 
gold team medal. 
:t!:.~ 
finishe'~'fi-fih-,'a't!-aT]~.ki-lom~tre'idivid~al!:imedley:/at:•the~B:C.; t~sthroUgh he:Skeeni~Nalley:,:~ i :•!: ii: ~ ,: ! 
race in Minneapolis despite a Junior Provincial Champion-: ...... "':~:: 
slow time in wet weather. . shlps..: Lisa Gardiner'earned a course in 1:50:38 to  win the . .unner Ed Ansems~competes 
bronze in the 100-metre butterf- event and set ~ a tournament at the W0rld Veterans'. Cham- 
A " " ly and at the B.C.. Champion- record. Local athletes dominate pionships in  Oiegon,:~ii~ld~ng~ 
_/'~fter an initial one-run loss ships in Vancouvei', Ben:Bel! team competition. :i ~ 37th ~ih a fieldof 1,000in :th: 
. . . .  ' , won a old:in the 100-metre ~ ..... : ~ : ~ : " 10:kilometre~i!~neracewas on to Wdhams Lake,  Terraces g. : . . . .  4 " " r " " ..... : =" . . . .  nces' 
North Coast Ravens peewee backstroke. ~ . . . .  ]K_]l" : , ~ o t  many strong permrma : 
girl.~ put together a string of * . . . . .  .... :_rlosting the BabeRuth barn ~ for the over-40Ansemsatl .¢W#I. i 
wins at provincial champion- f~  " bino provincial championships and provincial races this year. 
' .~J'ayle Deinstadt helps ..the didn't help Teri~ace!s team conic.: i . i :.,. L.i:!::i:.",i. i 
ships in Squamish to capture the Terrace Hote l  :Jr. Ladies .up with. a wifl at the tourna- : . ':~!: 
bronze. " fastball team to a bronze.medal ment, Terrace finished 0-3iwith Nor thern  Motor  Inn Stealers 
, finish~at provincial champion' Nana lmo beating Comox fo r -women's  fastball team beats out Four medal-winning perfor- 
mances are recorded by Terrace 
Blueback swimmers at two•pro- 
vincial championship tour- 
naments. Billy Holland won 
shipsinlWhite Rock by throw- the title. , " : 
ing c0mpletei'games and pro- .~: " . : 
viding p0werat he plate, to be (~ " ' 
named tournament M.V.P. ~,,ummer Games action in Sur- 
' r ' : roy sees Terrace golfers, swim- 
Kispiox towifi thelz6iie~title and 
earn a triPlto theprbvincialsin 
Kamloops.,The Stealers play to ' 
a 2-2 record against the pro- 
vince's top teams in Kamloops. 
sPORTS '89 
The Year in Review 
Ki t imat ' s  Rassame Ling 
defeats Natalie Paret of Quebec 
at the Soke Cup international 
karate championships to 
become world champion in the. 
Kata classification of women's 
karate. Behind Rassame were 
sisters Lisa 'and Tanya, who 
placed third and fourth. 
Bike racer Mike Christensen 
finishes his best"Season 'ever 
. . . . . . . .  P.;.',: :. ::with a'~ifif"fiEi~h-'i:i6t-6~'ih':' 
• • the Skeena River Challenge hike 
The  Terrace Northmen rugby race from Prince Rupert o Ter- 
team trounces Smithers Camels 
at the Smithers Seven-a-side 
tournament, todefend their title 
and claim top spot in the final 
standings of the North Coast 
Rugby Union. 
race. The 20-year-old ocal rider 
raced in several provincial com- 
petitions to move up two 
classifications and begin to aim 
for a position on the national 
team. 
the Columbia Cup. 
Loca l  bike racer Mike 
Christensen rides to finishes 
near the top at multi-stage races 
in the Lower Mainland. 
Youth  soccer action ends with 
Park soccer fields. 
Handgun shooter  Ali 
Johnston ended her season with 
wins in .22 sports pistol and air 
pistol. The Terrace shooter e- 
tains her position this year on 
the Canadian ational team and 
is considered one of the top 
Canadian women in competitive 
playoffs at the new Christy handgun shooting. 
A f te r  a 12-year absence, Log- 
ger Sports returns to Terrace 
thrilling a large crowd that hud- 
dled in the rain at the Fall Fair • 
grounds for the event. 
P r ince  George Barbarians 
grind up the underdog Terrace 
Northmen rugby team in a 
brutal championship game for 
out of a marathon race in Japan 
to have back surgery. A cyst in 
his spinal column was threaten: 
ing the Terrace. wheelchair racer 
with further paralysis. The cyst 
is successfully removed and 
Clark predicts a fairly quick 
return to racing. 
Ed  Ansems and Richard Har- 
rison cross the finish line 
together for first place in the an- 
.• ~.~t~: "~ / ~: 
nual Half-Marathon. 
Karate  competitors from Ter- 
race and Kitimat demolish the 
rest of the province at provin- 
cial championships in Prince 
George. Local competitors Won 
or placed near the top in virtual- 
ly every event. Northwest Com- 
munity College student King 
Fung becomes provincial cham- 
pion in the Kata event. 
'.~, : :- .~..~; ,, .. 
Z~'.-j~.,cing ffher first marathon 
in  four.years, Terrace runner 
Sue Simpson finishes the Royal 
Victoria Marathon in just over 
three hoursto place fourth out 
of"150.wo~en at the tourna- 
ment. Hers was the best ime for 
a racer in the over-35 category. 
~f ter  his best race of the year 
in. Germany, Paul Clark bows 
.9  
I 
NORTHMEN rugby players battle the Prince George Barbarians for the ball during a line-out in the Col- 
umbia cup final at the Northwest Community College pitch. The Barbarians came out of the hard- 
fought game victorious. 
J e f f  Sharpies is traded to the 
Edmonton Oilers in a six-player 
deal to send Oiler forward Jim- 
my Carson to his hometown 
Detroit Red 'Wings. Sharpies is 
named as part of the trade after 
being sent to Detroit's farm 
team and suffering a shoulder 
separation there. The 22-yeai'- 
old Terrace calls the move the 
best development of his career. 
After recovering fro.m his in- 
jury, the new Oiler defenceman 
is sent to Edmonton's farm 
team to get his strength back. 
November 
Prince Rupert. 
Thornh i l l ' s  junior boys 
volleyball team - -  the Airborne 
Screaming Eagles - -w in  the 
i 
cials in Kamloops. The Ker-' 
mode boys are beaten 3-2 by 
Kitimat. 
Bowler  John Rasmussen 
Terrace dart players dominate 
competition i a tournament in
1 
c.onsolation final at provin'eials beats more than 80 players to 
in Clearwater. win the B.C. provincial five-pin 
bowling championships and 
Caledonia's Kermode boys earn a trip to the nationally televised Labatt's Lite national 
soccer teambeat Kitimat fora championships broadcast Jan. 
trip to the provincial champion- 13 on CBC Sportsweekend. :: 
shipsbut are eliminated in a i 
close 3-2 loss to the •Delta F 
Huskies. our Terrace boxers win 
Sen ior  Volleyball action: SaW 
Caledonia's Kermode girls win ~ 
the zone title:to go to provin- 
medals at the Salnfon Belt tour- 
nament in Prince Rupert: and 
Darren Bell and Joey Losier box 
their way to spots on the zone 
Winter Games team; ! 
December 
He dian player as the reason Hen, 
avily favoured,  the dry wasn't picked last year~i 
Houston Deans beat Kitimat to when she was named District i ' 
win the Wranglers men's recrea- player-of .the=year ,and  i i 
tional hockey tournament. Ter- showered with, honours ' ' and  i 
race's Norm'sAutoRefinishing scoring records. ' " ! ! !~,  i, , 
fought heir ,way into'the semi-, ~ , . ....... 
• finals but were eliminated bya Sk  ~*~  ,.,. ~ ' ! i , : ,*  " ~/~.:'%'v'-'.,." ..~ 
Kitimat team;~. :i , eenas Jr,, boys';volleyball;: : : 
. . . . . .  t~am ~ Secure the/.zone:,|ltle:.l~,;. 
. : .  . . . .  ?,  : nep.larorfs,' i 
, J imon Fraser university,s : 
SPRINTING TO VICTORY, Terrace rider Mike Christensen, at left, 
pulls ahead of the pack to win the Skeena River Challenge bike race 
from Prince Rupert to Terrace. It was 
strong races through the season for the 
of severn/wins and:  
! :  
pasKetoau, team !Plays ~tO~'a:, 
;}ienomenal 5-1 win, lossdud~ : 
oad games, but losein the flH~! 
• .!'the Kelowmt, Owl= ~at tht 
lidmon Arm :GO~ :hl~ =¢hoo [I 
i 
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• EAL  ESTAT E 
Eeatl  ¸  by 
Heine 
BLOCK 
BROS. 
Check it Outl 
Livingroom 
Combined KitchenlDiningroom 
,Country setting 
The basic family com- 
forts are assured. 3 
bedrooms plus a spare 
room, fami ly  room, 
~ large ent ry / laundry  
room, carport and the 
list goes on... 
This family home has 
the features an active 
i fami ly  needs. P.njoy your 
family close at hand in 
the livingroom adjacent 
to the kitchen/eating 
area, extra large sundeck 
: to barbequc in the sum- 
mer sun. 
The family room is 
decorated in a rustic 
~country flare. The 4th 
:bedroom down can be 
used to benefit the whole 
'family - -  the teenager 
that wants the privacy or 
let Morn set up her hob- 
by/sewing room. 
The yard is large and 
private. Ample room for 
parking, the RV's, the 
logging truck or the  
teenager's car. The car- 
port is partially closed in 
andmakes an excellent 
place to tinker on cars or 
other handy work. There 
is also a ~eparate heated 
workshop. The yard has 
a chicken coop and 
backs onto a farmer's 
field. 
The financial features 
are excellent as well. 
Asking pflce is $69,900. 
With a minimum 10% 
down ($7.000). at the 
~current Bank rate of 
' 12~,  your payments 
would be approx. • $650 
)or month. 
~i For mol"e i n fo rmat ion ,  
, ,  i~(! I , : :, .= 
p lease Call E r ika  Pel let ier  
at  NRS Pruden & Cur r ie  
(1976) Ltd. 635-6142 or 
635-4773 evenings,  
NORTH AMERICA'S 
fiRST TiME OFFERED 
Present owner has encup~ed this home 
CLOSE TO THE LAKE for the past17 yoarsandhascontlnuailY 
14 x 70 mobile home on a 76 x 200 upgraded it• $1tuatoU on a view lot, the 
let at Laketse Lake, Extra load roof, home also offers exclusive privY:y• 
extra insulation, triple storm win- Skylights, tile floors and tile bathrooms, 
maple hardwood flo~s and an 10 x 19 
dows, Asking $34,90.n., Call Mike, solarium with hot tub are some of the 
MLS. features, For an appointment toview this 
honle, contact Dick Evans, 
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN 
Home on large lot in the Keith 
Estates, Possible rental Investment, 
needs a little tender loving care. 
Asking $45,900• Call Mike. MLS, 
HOME ON ACREAGE 
A.frame style home on 150 acres In 
the Rosswond area• 2 bedrooms, 
propane lights and cooking, RSF 
wood heater. Asking $69,500. Call 
Mike, MLS, 
NEW SUBDIVISION 
Start off the new yele with a new home 
In tim 4800 block of McC~lnell. t,642 
sq,ft, ranch style home with 2 x 6 con. 
strucUon, home is presently under con. 
s~ction and Is expected to be finished in 
~ ,  For details, contact Olok 
Evans• 
SPACIOUS SPLIT LEVEL 
klmd family home with 4 bedronms on 
the upper level, 3 btlths Including ;].pe 
ensure, main floe( busily rmn plus 
basment rO~ room with wet bar, Hot tub, 
do~oie attached G=x~Oe with newly p~ved 
cadre, Usied et $122,00, Call Dick Evans 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD. 
John Curde 
636-9698 
. !  " "? : :  
f l l  
MEMBER 
B Associate Broker Network 
INDIF |NDIN I ' L  ¥ O WN,O A N O CF |AA I |D  
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
Ill 
RRST CLASS WOODLAND 
CHALET ON 
BENCH 
Always wanted something dif- 
ferenti Make an appointment 
to view this 3 bdrm•, 2 storey,. 
2 x 6 constructed home with 
cedar ceilings, twin'soal win. 
dows, patio doors off 
bedrooms & dining area 
leading to cedar decks...•set 
on 4.61 wooded acres. Ask- 
Ing $114,500• MLS 
KALUM LAKE DR. - 
ACREAGE 
Located just past Dutch 
Valley, 16,07 acres, fronting 
on Kalum Lake Drive. 
Timbered with road access in- 
to the property. Signs posted. 
Asking $39,900. MLS 
FAMILY HOME 
Roomy open areas, vaulted 
ceilings, 3 bedroom, 1272 sq. 
ft. home on the Bench, 4 pce. 
ensure, 2 fireplaces, at. gas 
heat, mar sundeck, hobby 
room, large rec room, great 
storage areas, paved 
ddveway and separate 18 x 
31 wired shop. $104.500. 
Exclusive. 
LOTS OF 
POTEHTIAL 
This 1205 sq ft. home 
features a nice open floor plan 
that spactoos, functional, and 
ready for you to cuetomize. 
314 basement;, plum, cherry, 
applo,& maple trees. Lilac 
bushes, Natural Gas heat with 
a fireplace. 61 x 176 IoL Ask- 
ing $63,500. ExcluSive. 
PAYING PAD 
RENT'/ 
Move your mobile home onto 
one of these high and dry vs. 
cant lots. Natural Gas service 
available. Land is lightly 
Ireed. Situated on Seater 
Street, Signs posted, Asking 
$9,900. each. 
IN THE 50's 
Spacious non.basement home 
on concrete dngwalL Natural 
gas heat, 3 bedrooms, small 
detached shop, paved 
driveway, sundeck in the 
back, rear lane access and 
central horsehoe location., 
Exclusively l isted at 
$53,500. 
COUNTRY IS IN 
Stylish 1V= storey home on 
2•20 acres in rural location is. 
only 3 yrs. old.Kitchen facing 
morning sun features oak 
cabinets, dining area with 
hardwood Iloor, 2 bedrooms, 
bath, livingroom, laun- 
dry/storage room on main 
floor• Use your imagination to 
finish the up-stairs to suit 
you. $04,900• MLS 
ANTIQUE 
INVESTMENT 
Are you an Innovative person 
looking to invest your ideas? 
Older, full basement home in 
good condition located on one 
acre of land in downtown Tar• 
race. Zoned P1 for Public Ad- 
ministration and Assembly 
WHAT A PEACH 
ON PEARl 
Nicely landscaped home on a 
comer let with a paved 
ddveway 900 sq. ft., 3 
bedrooms, 1 • 4 pce. 
washroom, storage shed and 
much more. Sign is p~sted at 
2411 Pear St, Asking 
$36,900. MLS 
SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 
Quality, one.level living in 
Horseshoe location. Kitchen 
cupboards galore with 
spacious work are~ and built- 
in dishwasher. Oak 
cabinet/entertainment centre 
in l ivlngroom• Totally 
renovated and in immaculate 
condition. $69,900.MLS 
I 
use. $149,500, MLS Carol McCowan 
Horst Gndllnski 798.1105 
6,16.8307 
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REAL ESTATE MARKETING SYSTEM. 
IT'S A PERSONAUTY PLACE 
at 4838 Walsh, where you'll find a 
charming homo with ~k floors, a 
fireplace, double garage' and much 
more• An oversized ground level 
deck leads onto a landscaped large 
lot with numerous fruit trees, Priced 
AND 
FAMILY HOME DELIGHT 
Considor this 1,650 sq. fL home on 
Cedar Cras. Two fireplaces, 4 brms, 
rec room, 4 baths, Ideal for the large 
family. Appointments, contact Gor- 
die at office/home, Asking 
$113,500, MLS. 
CUTE AS A BUTI"OH GARDENS 
3 ~ fully flrdshed basement in model is this 5 bedroom home with 
town, Highlights Include hardwood 2t/~ baths, The modem colours and 
fleering, n.g heat and no. fireplace, country style accentuate the 
Assumable mortgage. Take the time spaciousness of the layout• A shep 
to look inside, Call Gordis ~ at the back of the nicely landscaped 
for your appointment. Asking property pfss an att~hed garage 
$59,500. ~L.S. . Ix'ovtde lots of room for t.he 
mecha~ or handyman. Close zo • OUTTO THE COUHTRY 
1,300 sq. ft. home on 2 acres of 
land. 3 bm~s, rec room, vinyl sldlnO, 
1,200 sq. fL wired and heated 
shop• Excellent poton~al for the 
dght pers~, Asking $79,900. MLS. 
Call Go(die Slledd~. 
C0MMERCIAL LOT 
at 4853 Pork Ave, Owner prepared 
to sacrifice. Make an offer up to 
$27,500 for this great focaOon. Call 
Joy. 
..~-~'~_.-:. 
'- ~ J '"-."'"~"~'~ ~% , , 
~ - - -  ae-_.:~a~ 
THE MARKET IS 
ACTIVE 
~th many people moving into town and 
very lit'de available to rent, iT'S THE 
RIGHT TIME TO MARKET YOUR PROPER. 
TY. For o frne nwket analysis on your 
home, usli Erlka Pellotlor at ,rodeo & 
Curde 635-6t42 e( In the evenk)os at 
635 4778. 
FAMILY,,.. 
HE IEHOaUI~ 
~ht l l l l l qL~k l l l  di)fllWlxnent Is 
wai,11qVLql~uT 3 bedrooms pur 
lovel~lFV~ ~l~d tower ~.el, C~} 
Erlka ~ z vlewlno, MLS. 
DE READY F, OlikTHE 
out ~dilOdi~'edJj~lll~s v,4th n In.De 
laoml~i~/15  Bzthrmn has been 
w--ira ~ piece bathtub To 
view olraffordalde home, call Edka, 
Mt.S. 
GOOD LOCATION 
in the Hop~lshee and n~ the schema. 
This ho~ features 4 bedrooms, 
fireplace, n,g. heat, fenced y=d. With 
quick posse.~ avallalde, you could be 
moved in eat~ in the new year. ~ 
$?6,500. W.S, DaJI Dave NOWl 
$B0,900 
Three bedro~n, full basement home, 
New czqset and vinyl tie--leO on the main 
floor, 2 bedrooms and a family room 
down, For ~ Inlorrnatlm, rail Owe 
-NOW M 635-6t42• MLS 
ALL THIS FOR $35,000 
12 x68 mobile hon~ 
4 bedrooms 
n.o. heat & ~ water 
wood stove 
Omlen area & ~t  trees 
12 x 34 addition 
sundeck 
14 x 26 workshop 
10 x 34 wood shed 
storsoe shed 
SR~ted ~'1 an attractive 60 x 120 tunc- 
ed and tands~ lot Foe rnm de.is. 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
Joy Dover Gordle Sheridan 
116,70?0 636,4701 
: ; ~  L ~ 3 
, } : 
Erika Pellel]er Mike Richardson 
§$0-4?7| 636.6609 
Dick Evans Dave Reynolds John Evans 
|30,706D 636,3120 G|lHt14ZZ 
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Home Plat ,+++++ 
DESIG N .+=No" .• ~ '  
WIDTHs 41"6  ~ ' : m " " " 
DEPTH:  30 .~ # 
OROU ND FLOOR 
+ , +Y++,+?~I! s:;?+i;~i+++++ 5 i+:: +~ o, 
UPPER FLOOR AREA 1216 ¢ 
- , ._; . 
This plan•: is only 41 '6" wide. .just 
made for today's smaller lots. A well- 
protected entry welcomes your guests 
into a spacious level foyer, with attrac- 
tive open staircase leading +them to the? 
: main  : f loor .  i , ,  :+ 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe,  Terrace, B.C 
635-6273 
LAP•OF.LUXURY HOME 
Exquisite regal I~rue. Contemporary. Che~ry 
fireplace, formal dining loom, 4 BR/4pce, 3F:e 
ens. 3poe down baths, tahoe view deck. Ex- 
ecutive top qauafity home in choice IonaUon. 
°$169,000" (e90213) verne Ferouson 
635.33e9 
,~l~ed street, fireplace warmt~ woseourner.,.4 
OFI/2 baths, Move In nosy. undsual •Value, 
$59,900. (890088) Please call Brenda 
638.1721 
COUNTRY BEAUTY 
Co~wenlent home with Iivabirity. Groat family 
area, 3 BR, woo~bumlng stove, partially finished 
basement, len¢lng, Garden..77 acre PLUS 
*Country kitchen *Greenhouse °Hear  buS. 
Wired shop 24 x 16. Shop 24 x 30. Priced at 
$64,900, (890112) Carl for details 635.9537 
I MATCHES FAMILY HEEDS. . 
r~mal dining 
RANGE MEW MORTGAGE. '$86.000" 
RAtilO410o~l~ 
OUORET-AOILITYI 
Very secluded cedar Rasswood Rustic home 
with oo.sile stream, Needs finishing, carelolly 
sited oo 10,52 acres, mountain views, wood- 
tiuruing stove, l a roe  bees, well water, winteriz- 
ed, 1 6R/e/h baths. Quiet rural acreage, MLS 
"$26,000" (890092) Orenda 638.1721 
PARI<-AREA PRIZE 
ROomy comfod that enhances lamIiy life• 
Bungalow+ Womlburnlng stove, finished 12ase 
menl, fencing, oily uOliUes, Wondslove in base- 
menL "$81o000" (890196) Gordon HamiltOn 
635.9537 
-~+"~i  " :T ' / " /  
NICE NE~ORBOURHOOU 
Smart 2 story with such nice features. 3 OR/4, 
.p¢,,.Math and .3.p¢.+Down ba~, walk;Oul base. 
meht, Greeni~u~, fruit trees. Sundecks, two 
garden sheds, rnJit bees, paved streel, 
%72.500" (890107) Brenda Edcksen 
639.1721. Lakelae nealty 638-0268 
I TRUCKERS DELIGHT 
3 level acres in rural ssning yet clooe to town 
on paved road $28.500, Call Brenda (890136) 
MLS ,~ 
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING LOTS 
Twelve residential lots Mty serviced in lha sity. 
Oulet IonaIJee. Call Veme Ior (istads. MLS 
(890211) 
. ,i i 
Veme Ferguson 
035-3389 
, ~,, , ,+~tlt+i?] ++ ',,,,' ,./'"' . ~I\\ ' ' ~ It . . . . . . . . .  B l , , t l i l t ,  
'~ .~-~ 
;: ( 
MELLOW YET LUXURIouS 
Sumptuous Feslrge haven. Rancher• Cheery 
fireplace, swimming pool. 3 BR/t % baths. 
ALSO *Mature plantings "Carpeting .Manicured 
~awn ° Main-level faundq/"Gas heat *Rec room 
possession now. (890193) $102,000 Verne 
635.2250. Lakelse Realty 638.0268 
• .~ ~ ,+, ~++~+++a~ 
MTN VIEW 
Thornheighis DUPLEX with charming ways. 
Heeds finishing, stucco, ee a full acre. 
Carp~ono. eat.in kitchen, 2 BR/2 5alhs. kitchen 
a~p[l,lncas inclu(ts~l, corner IOL PLUS 'Near 
bus, Revenue Ouplex. La~oe LoL Ash CuP+ 
boards. 2 6drs Each Side. $,2.000 (88113) 
Call Brenda 
Gordon Hamilton 
635.9537 
REWARDING VALUES 
Entk:lng ~lit entry boasts wan'~ ~sarth, 
Fastidious care• Electronic door opener, electric 
heat, formal dining roonl, sue room, eat+if1 kit. 
chan, 4 8R/2 baths, fencing. PLUS "Oeck. 
%92,500" (890190) Veme 635,3389 
i 
• "" '~,.,"tjs;~"IN.tLAW SUITE ' ,~ 
Enloy the coF@rl of thp. pleasant 2stoP/. Quiet 
r slmeL" o~ t.io'l~c he~l, ~ e~2~ ba t~ls.' PLU~ ~ 
all a r~s .  At,!hLS P~ce. CaU Nowf Pdc~ at 
$89,900'(8904~) Call Brenda 638.1721 
PARK.AREA CHARMER 
For dollar-wise co~lort this one is a prize. 
Freshly decorated. I~noalow. Ouiel sbeeL Great 
ramie/ area, gas heal Comfortable older type 
home with w6al basemenL .'S4LSOO'~ 
890214) Borden Hamiltor; S35-9537 
WOODLANDf GORGEouS 
ench Rural '3 slo~y Co~femporaty stateliness 
Skillfully s~ted ~ 4.6 acres. Southern expasure. 
Ii1 town acreage, large s~th facing windows, 
custom kitchen. "$109,9OR" (690212) ereHoa 
Erlcksoo 638.1721 
~i ~ . ' . :  . i ,  I~ . ,  ~ • 
I II ;+!iiill : i 
Terrace Realtor 
when buyinu 
• or selling 
your• home" L 
~ i . . . . . . .  + ~:~ ~,., .., ++ + : +++'+ ++ + 
.¢ 
i 
DON'T DELAY 
CALL TODAY 
if it's a quiet location that you're 
looking for, then look no further 
because we have the perfect home 
for you. This home Is 1198 sq, ll,, 
has '4+ bedrooms, 2 baths, 2+ 
fireplaces, Recent renovations In- 
c lude the fo'llowifiO: new-carpeting n Ilvlngroom, hallway and 
bedrooms upstairs new line in kit- 
chen and dining area, new septic 
tank and field, and new NIG furnace. 
Vendor s transferring out of town 
so quick possession, Is+: also 
available. For your personal appoint: 
ment to view, call Hans, Asking 
$85,000, Ex¢ usive. 
' SUB.OIVISION - __ 
+.'. EOTEHTIAL 
If you are ookino for an investment, 
then check out this 2,9 acre parcel 
ocatad in town. Level and treed. 
Streets on two. sides. Services 
available Pdcnd at $34,900, MLS. 
Call Jim, . . . .  
QUIET LOCATION 
Call Gordie Olson for your appoint- 
ment to view. $63,900. 
WANTED - 
HOBBY FARMERS 
If you've ever given any thought to 
owning your own hobby farm or 
would Just like to own a small 
acreage then this property could be 
just what you've been looking for. 
Property Is 13.64 acres of relatively 
flat land. Water is available. Asking 
I $28 500. MLS. 
HOME AND ACREAGE 
Located on the Bench in town on 
4,8 level cleared acreage is this 
bungalow home, Two bedrooms. 
Woodstove. Semi.detached garaoe. 
Home has been recently totally 
redecorated, Price $65 000 MLS, 
Excellent 80 x 125 treed lot in con- 
trolled subdivision close to town. 
+Now is:the time to build, so make 
i your inquiry on this lot priced at 
l $13,500. • 
+~I  ''+ 
; t+ +,+  .
+ 
STAN PARKER 
088.4081 
STARTING OUT? 
Then check out this 2 bedroom 
basement home located close to 
downtown, Natural gas heat. Can. 
tral vacuum system. Fruit trees. 66 
x 100 lot..Asking $43,000. 
LOOKS CAH BE 
DECEIVING 
And that is very true of this home 
and property. You must view this 
1400 sq. It. plus home to fully ap. 
preciate its value. Fireplace h]llghts 
both llvingroom and dining area. 
Family room on main floor, Three 
bedrooms, Natural gas heat, 
Situated on one acre in town, Carl 
today about thls home priced at 
$87,500. MLS, 
 m cT-' - 
Is yours with this 1200 sq, It, base. 
merit home located on 1,78 acres in 
the Gossen Creek Subdivision, Pro:. 
perry has been developed to insure 
total privacy for yor quiet lifestyle. 
You will be impressed with the 
vaulted ceilings in the tivlngroom 
and sitting room areas. Kitchen has 
been totally redone and features 
new Birch cabinets. Other features 
are 3 bedrooms, fireplace and hot 
.,~,. Call Jim to make your appoint. 
ment o view this property priced at 
$87,000. 
JIM DUFFY L~AURiE FORBES GORDON OLSON i 
635-8688 ~ 636-63113 838.1946 
WHY PAY RENT? 
Call Gordie Otaon for your appoint. 
ment to view this cozy 2 bedroom 
special. Only $49,900. MLS. 
STOP-CIRCLE-CALL 
Very attractive welt maintained 
1106 sq. ft. 2 bedroom home. 
Located In the Keith Estates featur- 
Ing N/G heat, fenced 60 x 125 lot, 
storage shed, covered patio and 
maintenance free vinyl siding. +For 
your personal appointment tovlew~ 
call today. Asking $49,900 MLS. ] 
STILL THINKING OF 
BUILDING? 
very attractive 135 x 175' residen. 
tial lot in prime location in town. 
Private setting, paved street and 
underground servicing makes this 
lot!special and should net be 
overlooked, For more information, 
call Gordie Olson, Asking ,$26,900. 
m 
HANS STACH 
03B-6739 
STARTER HOME 
Attractive 3 bedroom starter h( 
close to schools, Exclusive 
$37,900, 
ROOM GALORE 
Can be yours with this 2000 sq. ft. 
plus two storey home, Home of. 
lets very spacious, kitcban.dlnlng 
area, 4 bedrooms and 21h baths, 
This home also features a fully self. 
contained one bedraocn suite, 77 x 
195 lot, Asking $86,000. 
 OHARC, ' "  
2 large bedrooms, finished addition, 
plus attached garage. $11,900. Caii 
Laurie. MLS. 
ROOM TO BREATHE ; 
If you are Iookln{/for a little extra 
space, this may be the home for 
you. Some features are 3 bedrooms, 
1210 sq, I1,, combination wood fur, 
nace, 1,97 acres and 24 x 32 shop', 
All this just minutes from town 
Asking S09,900. . , 
SHAUNCE KRUISsELBRINK 
635.5382 
r ?;] : i ' !  
/ "  !::!?i '
EAL 
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..... iYoar: home's furnishing 
• represent  a sizable investment, 
s6!~keeping them in top shape 
makes good sense. " 
I~ lher  . 
!e  :Keep leather goods away 
from heat sources and out of 
direct sunlight. 
• Clean leather chairs and 
sofas regularly. Remove wax 
buildup with a mixture of 50 ml 
• vini~gar nd 125 ml water. Wash 
: the piece with saddle soap, 
avmlable at hardware or shoe 
repair shops. Rub the leather 
briskly with a soft cloth to 
restore the shine. 
• Metal 
• Use a polish designed 
"nVeStment )ur  
and seal the perimeter with painted metal furniture, scrub it sprmkle zt wtth some marble 
masking tape to keep the solu- 
tion damp." Let peroxide and 
acetone solutions stand over- 
night, the rust solution, a few 
hours. Sponge off the mixture 
especially for the type of metal 
that needs cleaning, otherwise, 
you risk damaging the finish. 
Remove all traces of polish after 
an item has been cleaned since 
any residue will only hasten tar- 
nishing. 
• Outdoor brasses will stay 
bright if you apply a thin coat 
of paste wax after polishing 
them. For indoor brasses, use 
lemon oil. 
• To remove rust from un- 
ed house, bathrooms cannot be 
seen from the top of the stairs, 
the living room or the front 
door. 
7. Steps. Basement steps hould 
be solid and well lighted. 
8. Foundaton. Poured concrete 
is normally stronger than block. 
9. Workmanship. Pay attention 
to corners where two pieces of 
wood, such as base-boards, 
come together at right angles. 
There should be no gaps. Nails 
that hold up drywall walls 
should be invisible, as should 
any taped drywall joints. 
10. Interior trim. Check for 
trim and moulding details ~ 
around doors and windows and 
Where the cilings meet he walls 
11. Floors. If the floor is 
plywood under carpeting, look 
for two different layers of 
plywood, one nailed on top of 
the other. A good hardwood 
floor is uniform in colour. Each 
board should be at  least four 
feet long except near the walls, 
where planks are cut to butt 
neatly against he wall. 
12, Interior doors• The best 
ones are firm and solid, not 
hollow. Try tapping on the 
door. A hollow door will also 
feel lighter when you open it. A 
fine grain on a solid door is an 
indication of better-quality 
wood, Check for a smooth feel. 
A good painter will lightly sand 
down the Food after the first 
coat to get a smooth surface. 
Tips fo," better 
.... house  I unting 
t 
Slumber 
Lodge 
Maybe you know the feeling. 
After days of looking at house 
after house, they're all beginn- 
ing to blur together• You're at 
your wit's end trying to pick out 
superior workmanship and 
materials. You suspect you are 
missing what a pro would pick 
up; with ease --  the extra 
touches that make a house 
sp~ial enough to buy. 
Chances are you're right. 
After interviewing experts in the 
fields of contracting, building 
engineering, real estate ap- 
pr~sal and home inspection, 
Ct~anging Times magazine came 
Uly!with"the " foilowing dues to 
quality. Use them as iltdicators 
of something better that bare 
essentials. 
1.Entryways. Small roofs or 
porticos over the fornt and rear 
doors (or better yet, porches) 
are more than a nice extra 
touch: You won't be left soak- 
ing in the rain while you fumble 
for door keys. 
2. Driveway. Drivers need dear 
sight-lines in both directions at 
the point where the drive meets 
the street. 
3. The electrical hook-up. 
Underground service makes the 
property look better and power 
is less susceptible todamage in a 
storm. 
4. The lawn. For new homes, a 
lawn started from sod is 
preferable to one started from 
seed. Landscaping should have 
a Careful, planned look, not just 
a couple of shrubs. 
S. The foyer. Ceramic or marble 
tile is more expensive than 
carpeting but better able to 
withstand the heavy traffic of 
an entrance hall• 
6. Bathrooms. ln'a weil design-" 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../F 
YOU KNOW THE 
:RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
: Wllon hostess is the fight person to 
IMtp you find n place In your new 
¢0mmunlly, 
WINTER 
HOURS 
. Monday to 
Saturday 
7 a.m. - -  
8:30 p.m. 
Sundays 
8 a .m.  - -  
8 p.m. 
" TaT U04176 
' " . . . . .  ' ¥1 Illlli-llI?ll, ;' .:.~ .
twit ~ tw Mmly mmmq~ 
t 
4702 ~ Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8(l 1R6 
(eo4) es6,e$o= ~ 
with a cloth dipped in.turpen- 
tine. 
Marble 
• Marble is easily stained 
and scarred. Protect able tops 
by placing coasters under drink- 
ing glasses and place mats under 
dishes. Use throw rugs in heavy 
traffic areas to protect marble 
floors. 
• Clean dirty marble With a 
damp sponge, then buff dry. 
• For stubborn dirt, use dry 
borax and a damp cloth. Follow 
with a warm water rinse, then 
buff dry. 
To remove grease and oil 
stains, use a mxture of whiting 
powder and acetone. For food 
stains, mix hydrogen peroxide 
with a few drops of ahunonia. 
Rust stains can usually be 
removed with, liquid rust 
remover. 
In each case apply the re- 
quired solution to the stain, 
then cover it with plastic wrap 
and buff the surface. 
If the stain removal dulls the 
marble, wet the area, then 
.polish (tin oxide). Rub 
vigorously with a thick cloth, 
then buff. 
• 'For surface scratches, rub 
the area with superfine sand- 
paper: Polish With marble 
polish and buff with a chamois 
cloth. 
Outdoor Furniture 
• To spruce up aluminum 
outdoor furniture, scrub the 
aluminum parts with detergent 
and water:. Wipe dry, and 
weatherproof with a coat of car 
wax. 
• Scrub mildew f rom 
wooden Outdoor furniture with 
a solution of 225ml ammonia, 
125ml vinegar, 50 ml baking 
soda, and 4.5 litres of water. 
Wipe dry, then let the piece air 
dry completely. Finish by 
coating the furniture with 
mildew-resistant paifit, ab- 
variable at hardware stores. If 
the wood is unpainted, prime it 
first with a latex primer. Let the 
primer dry thoroughly before 
applying the mildew resistant 
paint. 
I 
When you gotta' have it, We'll degver'ig ~' 
"Our expediting service will eave your company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
ID  .41 I l f f l  I L ' t ' l ' r J  j l  • 
E IdU l  a~at~. l  I J~U 
i l  .=,= --~,~ ~=, =~ -" --=," ~m ... SINCE 1955 
TRANSPORTA T/ON 
~-SYSTEMS LTD._ 
• HI BOY * LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
• VAN • SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N, 
• FLAT DECK • DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT • 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT * DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
KITIMAT Minim el TERRACE 
UnltM Van Lines 
632-2544 . uN, no  635-2728 
~UNITED or 635-7102 
272 - 3rd Street "/UNITED 
KiUmat ~ v.~,, 3111 Blackburn 
Terrace 
Canada''" s most dynamic 
deflective . an 
• , 1 Member of t,-~e | 
We re your ~c~. t, Broker NetwOrk! 
Royal LeHage As:s.°clale=..,,, o. ~s,o,olp. we're '°~' 
- - " here ou move-or  nuw ;ociate Broker NetworK. 
No matter w._ Y al LuPage Ass . t roup o1 leading 
local Membe= uf the Roy 
e Royal gePage Associt Le Brol okers. Our strengu I= o.minute knowteoge u~ 
_l"h . . . . .  ,enendent real q state t ~-rvice and an up-to-, . . . . . . .  
Garleolafl mu r . . . . .  
repum~on, our d~|Calon ~o :tlent ', 
~e  real estate market. 
' - '  ' " ds 
d~ome salaam and buyers. Broker Network can 
ore al0out hOW the Royal LePage Associate 
To fhld ou~m . . . . .  hnme, Call US todaY. 
help yOU sell or ouy . . . . . . .  TERRACE REALTY LI"D. 
4635 LBzeUe Avenue 
638-0',3;71 
~ k n o w i e d g e  t im local  real  es ta te  O| 
i es ta te  market  th rough 
._ ,k~ ent i re  canad ian  re_a.t.terized l i s t ing sys tem 
, /Access  w =, -  . _ , _k~me ©om~-  . . . .  ,~mtW" 
;~  oU~ ram=-, " -  " ou '~ moving,  
mat ter  w l tore  V . . . .  ,ann I mater ia ls ,  
V' p roven  market ing  tedmiques  and  pm. ,v  . . . .  a 
e financing for se l lers  
- - - -~=S - one stop mortgag .~o  ae Pre.Approved 
M01~_ UA._~_." including the  Hoyu, . . _a_  
and laW/u== - ---- 
Mortgage. 
t /We know people ready to buy noW- and people ready to 
sell now, 
V' Stdl ied re~pmsentatives read] / to  go tO work  for ¥oul  
I ~ 4111n 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
- Avenue 4635 ~el le  . 
638-0371 
I 10  
J 
I 
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! 
[ CALL  
638-SAVEJ 
, .  • , .  , 
11 BUY v'SELL; ;RENT  "TRADE VISA: 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Class i f ied  and Class i f ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADL INES:  When a s ta t  ho l iday  fa l l s  on  a 
Saturday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  the  dead l ine  10 Thursday  a t  
5 p .m.  fo r  a l l  d i sp lay  and  c lass i f ied  ads .  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VSG 158 
All classified and classified display ads must.be prepaid by eltt~er cash, 
Visa or Mnstercard. When phoning In ads please have you Visa or Msater- 
card number i'eedy. 
20 words (first Insertion) $3.20 plus 5, for additional words. "(Addlffonal Insertions) 
$2.15 plus 4* additional words. "$6.50 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 12.'Mot.orcydes 24, Notices 
2. Mobile Homes ,1 3. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boat~ & Marine " Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5, For Sale Misc. 1 6. Antiques 27, Announcements 
6, Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7, For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 29. In Memor iam. . "  
8, Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9, Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
Itm=lz~l Tm 3. For Rent 
WORKING FAMILY AND NANNY NEED 4 
bedroom house to rent, lease, purchase. 
Would like yard, garden, garage? 635-9461 
after 5 p.m. 6p34 
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY, looking for 3 -4 
bedrooms house. Rent, purchase or lease. 
Well trained pets, and kids. Call collect 
633.2646. Nendad by March 1190. 6p35 
FURNISHED ROOM, INCLUDING TV, laundry, 
and kitchen facilities. Available immediately. 
ideal fur a working single person. Non smoker. 
Viewing 635.6154 6p36 
DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR LEASE, 4600 Block 
- Lakelse. Low RentZ interested parties 
should phone 638.1993 days and 635.7939 
evenings. 2 months free rent. 6p37 
The Te~ace Stan~ rese~e~ the ~ht to ctasslly ads 
under spprup~to headings and to set rates therofore a.,ld to 
deton~im paoe Io~tl0fl. 
Tho Terries Stand,ltd res~fves ~ right to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advofILsment and to retain any asSm 
dirt~tad to the News Box Ruply Service, and to repay the 
cunt~m¢ the sum paid for the edvert]sment and box rental 
Box replies go "Hold" I~tn~0ons not p~ked up wl~dn I O 
days el expiry of an adver~ent  will be destroyed unless 
n14dJing I~t~untiuns axe rec~dved. Those asswodng Sex 
Numbers m'e req~sted not to send eriLnals of documents to. 
av~J toss. 
AJI claims of errors in advertJsernenta must he received by 
the publisher within 30 days after the first puplicatlun. 
It IS ~ by the advertiser edoeseng spa~e that the 
5boi~ty of th4 Terrace Standard In the event of faIMe to 
p~ an edver~sement orIn the event oi an error appearing 
in the advertisement as published shah he limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect inserUoo 
for the p~r'don dtNe advertLsb~ space uccupied by the Incor, 
ruct 0¢ omitted Item unly. und that nlere sh,'te he no flabllity in ' 
;my event o¢eator than the ammJnt paid for such advertising. 
1. Real Estate 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR SALE. Full base. 
ment. Located in Horseshoe area. Reasonably 
priced. Phone 635-2591 61)33 
4 BEDROOM, 1Vz bath, about 1450 sq, ft. 
covered area, single, houss with garage, In. 
selated work shop and more. Asking 
$58,500. Phone 635.4083. 61)33 
MAY OCCUPANCY, ONE YEAR OLD, near 
hoSpital, school. Three bedrooms, 3-piece en. 
• suite, European kitchen, N/G, much more. 
$92,560. 635-3986 61)33 
LOT 597. 173 ACRES known as Shirley Mills, 
six miles west of Tyee, River front with year 
round creek. 635-3768 6p34 
14 x 26 house on lot 80 x 200. Asking 
$36,O00 060. Call 635-3471 6p37 
'S@ CUTLASS SUPREME 
2 dr., automatic. 
=3,995 
McEwan 
Ter race  
6354941 
2. Mobile Homes 
1970 VILLAGER. 2 BEDROOM with addition. 
Must be moved. Asking $5,000 obu. 1•695. 
6647 81)31 
10x46 MOBILE NO. 4, 1754 Kenworth, owner 
desperate. Washer/dryer, fridga, stove. New 
Oas furnace $3500, 0,0,0, Call cotiocl 
1.705.327-20762 p.m. to 9 p.m. our time, 
6p32 
FOR SALE 12 x 68 MOBILE HOME. Fridge, 
stove, washer and dryer. Certified wood 
stove, $7,500 OBO. Call 635-7217 10p34 
8 x 26 TRAVEL TRAILER ON 10 x 20 addition, 
8 x 8 shed, Fenced, hot water and heat, Pro. 
.Dane stove. Immediate occupancy. $4,500. 
635-0104. 61}34 
FOR SALE A 12 x 56 ft. trailer; gas furnace, 
completely renovated throogho~t. New cur. 
tsins: located in Gerry's Trailer Park. Asking 
$10.000, Phmm 845.2200 or 645-242041}35 
3, For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq, ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-31.61, 31ftn 
BUY OR SELL 
3-D CAMERA takes  p ic tures  
that  come al ive in your  hands 
w i thout  spec ia l  g lasses or  
v iewers  
D IANNE ROWE 
638-1 349 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT - 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOL8 
1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Fndge, 
stove, boal and hot water Included. Carpet 
throuhout. Low rent sta|ting at $360. 
per month. Laudd|y factilUes,' storage 
space. Reference required for1, 2 & 3" 
bedroom apartments. PH(~E; 
OFFiCe 636-5224 
'88 CAVALIER 
4 dr,, automatic. 
=9,995 
MeEwan 
6354941 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.O. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0,C.3 ~'awler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. honse boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 62 lade 2-door auto • good co~, 
$1500. 14 ft. Tri.hull speed boat. 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800. Clean Oksnagan Camper 
• hyri. jacks, $2000. New Kuboda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697.2474. 19ftn 
AMIGA COMPUTER WITH COLOUR m~i--~'~, 
colour printer, ganlock, lots of software, 
books, etc. $2,500. Phone 638.1441 6p36 
PANELLING. T O N O U ~ '  
pins $.52 per sq. ft. Tongue & groove 7116 x 
3 618" Aspen $.92 per sq. tt. We also have 
Birch flooring & Pine floodng in stock, All pro- 
ducts are kiln dried, 1.695-6616 Francois 
Lake Woodworking. 8;)31 
ELECTROLUX VACUUM cleaner with power 
brush. Fully re.conditioned recently (Receipts 
available) Also screen door 33"x79V4". Call 
635-2522 or 635,6146. 61)32 
10 H.P, Snowblower, electric start, dual 
stage, chains. Like new condition, $1100, 
Call 638.1927. 6p32 
KITCHEN TABLE AND CHAIRS, Bedroom suite, 
living room suite, fridge, stove, household 
items. Call 635.4418 6p33 
1 TROPHY MOOSE HEAD MOUNT in the record 
books. $2,500, 1 black bo~ rug $700, 2 
mountain Goat heed mounts $550 each, 1 
tanned black bear hide $200,635.9462 6p33 
CHESTERFIELD, 2 CHAIRS, & OTTOMAN. din- 
ing room table with mirror top, 6 chairs, 1 
leaf. Like new. 635-2351 6p33 
JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS1 Assorted 
video games for the "saga system". As new 
condition. $35 each. Call 835.3804 8p33 
ALL BREED 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638"8018 
Mornings or Evenings 
FOR SALE Frldga and stove. Both six yeats 
old, good condi~.lon. $500 for the I~Jr. Call 
635-2551 altar 5 p.m, 6p33 
COMMODORE 126 COMPUTER, NLO PRINTER, 
modem, mouse, Koala Pad, joysticks, books, 
and lots of bosloess and recreational salt. 
ware. $875, Phone 635,2061 • 61)34 
FULL SIZED IVdQIOWAVE OVEN• 1 YR, OLD. 
Asking $350. Call everdnGs 635.6205 61334 
FRONTIER AIR TIGHT WDO0 STOVE with 
screen $300 060. Two tiffany cane lamps 
and matching swag, Dark brown, $75, Call 
635.2925." 6p34 
KEY CUTTING MACHItiE WITH KEYS and 
stand, $1,000. Tumblers and locksmith kit, 
$125, Phone alter 7 p.m. 635.6183 or work 
hours 635.2820 4¢35 
MOVING SALE 17 CUBIC FT. FRIDGE; 3 yre 
old, $350, Brown leather chesterfleM suite 
with ottoman $950, Bed chestwtieki $17& 
trundle bed $125, sin~o bed $75 May~'  
washer $50, May~O dryer $150; -~t  * 
clearmt$25 Pho~ --5.5560 .,, ...... :,,4p37"~ 
WOO{) TA6LE; t lea1. 4 chairs $175.~.Cali 
635.95e3 i~3S 
6. For ~lde Misc. '14. bats & Madne 
FOR SALE: NINTENO0 GAMES - Baseball, 18.5 FT..THERMOGLASS, deep V hull, with' 
Rnckey, Jaws and Xevious. $36 each, 85 HP Mere, $2,200, Call 638.8933 6p34 
535.382~ 5p37 15. Machinery 
1978 FORD 8 FT. PICKUP BOX In excellent 
condition, Asking $450: Also a fiat deck ask. ! 1970 J.O. DOZER (GAS). Canopy, rebuilt 
engine, power reverse, good working order. 
ing $250. Phone 635.4488 - 37tfn 
AMWAY 
QUALITY home carpet & personal care 
NUTRILITE 
QUALITY nu~tion & health cam 
ARTISTRY 
QUALITY skin care & cosmetics 
638-07! 7 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUDARU, FRONT WHEEL Ddve, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallegen 
headlights, rear window defrost, cleant 
75,000 kms. $9,000: Call 638-8654 even. 
~ngs. tfn 
1988 HYUNOAI EXCEL, black, sunroof, 2 
door, stereo, 4 speakers, Iouvres. Excellent 
condition inside and out. Work 638-7283, 
home 635.7341. 19tfn 
1978 CADILLAC DEVILLE, fully loaded, mint 
condition. Must be seen to be oppredatad. 
Open to offers. Phone 632.5918. 6p32 
1977 OLDSMOBILE DELTA ROYAL '88, Load. 
ed, 4 door, auto, 403, no rest, summer/winter 
radials $1,800. 635.9121 6p33 
1985 RENAULT ALLIANCE. Good condition. 
Standard, 4 door. For more information call 
635-6195, ask for Lisa or 635.6812 alter 6 
p.m. 61)34 
1981 FORD ESCORT two door with 4 
cylinders. Auto,, new paint, low mileage, 
$3,300. Call 635.3752 61)34 
MUST SELL, BUYING HOUSEI 1982 
Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme. 2 doer, hard top, 
Automatic, fuel economy, 267-V8 engine, =Jr 
tilt. Excellent condition. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. $4,900 OBO. 635.3272 2p36 
1969 PLYMOUTH SATELITE. 318 Auto. Good 
mechanical condition. Some body and 
upholstery work required. $725 firm. Call 
635.7720 anytime 6p37 
J '88 CHEV S-lO PICK UP 
with canopy. 
'8,995 
McEwa,n 
6354941 
i BUYING A J I NEWCAR? I 
| Save up to 30% I 
| on all new North American i 
I cars & light rucks' i 
I For more Infommtlon I 
I ow. o,~ ,,= I 
&Trucks for Sale . 
1974 JEEP CHEROKEE WAGON 4 x 4. Recent 
front end job. Two complete sets of wheels. 
No rust $2,400.060 635-3488. 6p32 
cab, two toned, automatic with matching 
canopy, 43,000 miles, As new condition. 
$18,200. Call 635.9121. ( 5 
1984 FORD BRONCO XLT. Full sized good 
cond. Automatic, price $12,900. Call 
638.1159, ,6p35 
1968 CHEV CHEYENNE 1500 4x4. Extended 
cab. Two toned, automatic, 77,000 kin, As 
new condtion. $17,300 0,B.0. Call 
635.9121. 6p35 
1988 F350 crewcab 351 EFI autumatlc, box 
liner, 35,000 km. As new condition $18,700. 
Call 635.9121, 6p35 
MUST SELL, BUYING HOUSEI 1985 F150XL 
short box pick.up. Black, 302 fuel Inje~tnd. 
V8 engine, roll bat. 3KC daylightors, chrome 
• bumpers, too many extras to menUon. Good 
gas mileage, rpusl he seen to be apprenleted. 
$6.900 OQU, Call 635.3272 2p36 
ASking $6,000. Phone between 6 . 9 p,m. 
635-6449. 6p33 
1960 Clark 666C Skiddor, chains, etc. Ready 
, to Work. Brtth good cendttim, I~ad to soil. 
Phone Men, .Thurs, 842.5347. 41)35 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE, 45 FOOT storage van 
$2,500, 16 foot shop van with tow bar, 220 
and 110 wldng, $1,200, 1977 Brontwoud log 
trailer, with heavy duty scales. $3,500. 1978 
Columbia with 1965'Kolght dog Iooger, exten. 
dabic reach, heavy duty scales, $9,000, Un. 
coin 200 AMP welder on trailer, $550, Call 
845.3798 4p36 
STEEL PORTABLE SAWMILL with 671 power 
unit, Oetalls at 694.3458. 4p37 
'80 FORD FIESTA 
2 dr., 5 spedd. 
695 
McEwan 
' re r r~ce  
635,4941 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 636-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST: LADIES GREY ISOTONER GLOVES. 
Possibly lost at Skeena Mall craft sale. Call 
635.3803 (days) 635.5253(evenings) tfn33 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO COME BACK AND GET 
keys for the Kuwahara 23 inch bike so you 
can get the lock off? If so, or if anyone has 
found this bike please contact the" RCMP at 
638.0333. tfn35 
LOST 3 YEAR 01.D TABBY CAT. (Gadieid) 
with brown collar. Lost downtown outside 
Mohawk on Boxing day at 11 a.m. Any infer. 
maffon please phone Heather at 635.9234 or 
635-7368. Reward offered. 2p37 
'67 CELEBRITY EUROSPORT 
4 dr., automatic. 
=8,995 
McEwa.n 
635-4941 
'87 SAFARI VAN 
autom=,tlc, 
=12,995 
McEwan 
' r~e~At~ 
6354941 
10. Aircraft 
1989 BEAVER RX550 ULTRALIGHT, TT 53 
hours. Excellent condition, Comes with full 
Lotus Amphibian floats, Two place. Uqold col. 
led Rotax 65 HI) motor, Many extras. Phone 
845.7265, "4p34 
13. Snowmobiles 
1981 EL TIGRE 6000. 14 hrs on new 
crankshaft, new clutches and new basing. 
2500 total miles, Llkp new condition. $2,395, 
698.7639 4t)37 
| 
19. Lost & Found 
LOS'rill? From 4632 Soucle a firaprod 
strono~x containing old coins and ~ Im. 
portent documents, Keep the moray but 
PLEASE return the papers. No ,Questions ask- 
ad!1635.2559 ~36 
3 year old tabby cat (Garfield) with a 
brown collar. Lost downtown, outside 
Mohawk on Boxing day at 11:00 a,m. 
Any Information please phone 
Heather at 
835,9234 ~ 636-110 
~w~d o f fnn  
20. Pets& Livestock 
nEGISTEREO SABLE MALE SHELTIES. Ready 
January. RassonalAe, Guaranteed. Healthy six 
months, blue, trained, Ot~ prc~oect. All 
champion, working bleodllnes, Mis~ll. Burns 
Lake. 1.692.3403, 4p35 
BLACK IS A BEAUTIFUL, CLASSY, vmy In- 
telligent and devoted companion. It will be the 
Fide of your life, Its a toy Porncranlan dog. 
1.692-3722 4p37 
WANTED: A SHOW HOME FOR TWO 
registered quarter horses. Will sell separately. 
Good investmontsl They are worth mum 
anytime. 604-1-692.3722 4p37 
NEED A MOUSETRAP? EMertainmont or just a 
friend? Bcautiful biusp~nt or sealpolnt 
siamese kitftens himalayan/cross kittens ou- 
casionally, 1-692-3722 41)37 
21. Help Wanted 
WANTED 2 FULL TIME LICENSED hair. 
dressers. Goad benefits. Enquire at Donna's 
Cut and Cud. Call 635-3637. 61)33 
COMPLETE INFOtWATtoN OH THE EASIEST 
big money you'll ever make, Offer limited. 
Enclose 38, stamp. SGR Markett~]g, 
201.1253 5th Ave,, Pdnce George, B.C. V2L 
3L3, 4p34. 
WANTED SOMEONE TO TEACH 2 people Man. 
dann Chinese, call Rusty at.635.7786. 
6p35 
21. Help Wanted 
CARLTON CARD SHOP IN THE SKEENA MALL 
has an opening for a mature, re.%~ble per. 
son to 811 a Prr position. P~ bring r~ome 
toCadton Cardo In the Skecne Mall: . 2c37 
'83;314 TON 4X4 : 
Diesel GMC, 
=8,995 
TP .~e 
6354941 
23, Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
Users that the human d~hts code in British 
Columbia forbids puldicatten of any advertise. 
meat in connection with employment Which 
discriminates against any person because el 
origin, or requires an job apidlcant o furnish 
any InfomnaUon concerning race, raison, col. 
our, ancestry, place of origin or poliflcal belief, 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please mad also as 'female' add where 
'female' is used, read also an 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? P~ 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 L.szetle, Ave,, Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 158, Please do not iecloda I~lk 
goods or money to Box replies . . . . . . . .  
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER AVAILABLE fo~ 
work. Own tools and transportation. 
635-3103. 6p32 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS WILL DO alters. 
ttons. Fast. prolessie~ml service at reasonable 
prices. Pbone 635-9202. 6p32 
MALE SENIOR DESIRES FULL OR PART TIME 
work. Has ddverslicense, 635.2000. 6p33 
WANT TO BABYSIT IN MY OWN HOME. 
Preschoolers. Full ttme Men. - Fd. Please call 
Theresa at 635-9303. 6p34 
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor. 
tion and euthmasis. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-5581 or635-5427 5tfnc 
'86 MAZDA 626 
2 dr. 
Join the 
=10,995 
McEwan 
crowd. 
f 
I 
Keep up with Terrace area news and sale 
events with a subscription to the Terrace 
Standard, We'll deliver to rural and out-of-town 
homes for only $20 per year! 
~I would like to be s Terrece Standard subscriber [/I~ 
NAME: 
.... ADDRESS: PHONE: ~ 
Drop in or Mall In 
i f ~ " SERVING'~IE  ' ' ' . . . .  ' - , ' - , - - ,  
46~7 ~e l l~  Avenue, Terrace, B.C,: ~: ~ 638-7283 
I 
i' 
i. 
I 
j , • : . :  
• , r  
+ .•  
I: :•~' i:!•i i: 
I :-i' . '  
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cHILDCA " :: :~ ads ' ' A chlldcare worker position Is•available wlththe SpeciaIServices to ~" " Children Program.. The successful applicant will participate in/the i l 
AC  ion  Ads +,v+ ofcounselling services to chlldren. Flexible work hours are re. 
2§, Business t qulred with the ability to work Independently. - : ~:/;~ i 
Opportunities ,Wo r k .,~.. Tho~ of the Ouallgcngens: -Completion of the Humar~ Service Worl(er Program or . . . .  
FOR"~=: OR LEASE. Two rostau~'ants On Forl ' . , "REI.EMCT.-,aL,~T'r I .EAR.N~RS PROJRCT '  related experience, : :" ~ ' ~ : 
St. J,~es. 0m wtt6 lake ~w. Itconced in. 638-SAVE . . , ,  = ,o..=0 oo . ,= , , . , . . . . . , , o  -B.C. Driver's License and the use of anappropriate y insu'red vehicle. ! 
lag room and coffee s~;r~ located next o . deterJnoJ~o why people don't: attend Uteracy programs. -Submit to R.C.M,P. criminal record check. " : .... . 
ambler• 996•7510; tfn ' TatercLew~ teddLog p lace  I Wll01l:  $1,4;10 to $1,592 per month with benefits. : '  :'::: !;~' " !~ 
NISHIKA THE REVOLUTIONARY NEW 35 mm , , , " : : .  ~ - !.~ 
31). ~ . ' :  Add .a new dimension to your . J anuary  16tb ,  17th  & 18th  I Closing Date: January 15, 1990 . . . . .  ~ i; 
I~Ot~."For~dtstdbUto~ship info or' i~urchaSeo Submit resumes with references to: _ :-:: ® B.C,1--lydro • " . them "call E l l zabeth  ~.yder ,  Nor thwest  Communl ty  CoUege, Yv0nnl RIM " ' ~ ~ ' "  " ' call Robin at 646-5946 41)35 ~ you  know o f  someene that  cou ld  I/~*neflt ~xom thL~ survey  have  
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE, Located across 635-6511 to  se t  up  an  in te lT iew Ume,  o r  for  fu r ther  ln fon=mtlon.  Tomlce and Dlsldct C0mmunity Services "" ~ ' ~ '  " 
f r .  the Terrace Liquor. Stere In the central 6.C. Hydro has an.o~ni~ for artemporary . " ii i ~; 
m=~, w~, wm evont.=~/, area.< w,h PRODUCTION~CLERK . . . ,=  el this ,m~ ~du ,,,I,t l-.,alne ,o=c~. to develop Uter=c~ NO. 1- 3216 F.by Street : 
the new mall. Sedous enqoldes only• Phone - for up to three months.. :" premieres ~kl©h wil l  mzcce~sfull~ adam the Utemcy need. Terrace, B.C., VtG 2X6 1 ~` :- '~:~i ': 
635.5406 after8 p,m, 4p37 0nice training and experience are prero. "~-; ~' 'r 
$25000 A,.YEARi Pprt time,• your owh qulsites• Word prosessingand oomputer . _- - _ I ~:~' 
638.0717,busiiess' for. appointineet., call Wayne22fln. to:eXperience is preferred. Submit resumes F'I N NaN G NORTHWEST ' -~!! , 
WELE' : ESTABLISHED RETAIL.SPORTING B.C. Hydro Producgon Department COMMUNITY  .~ : 
O0o~sln aOondlocatiooin d0wnt0wn Hocst0n e220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace D.C. 
Sedous,.:onqullk~:only, Paradise Sports, V8G4R6byJen.uar/!O"1990" [ / l ~ i i ~ ? ~ ! i l l ~ i i ~ : !  COLLEGE " i; 
Phone 845-2892 or after 6:30 p,m• call 845- :!:'":::::~ . . . . . .  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ............. ~:~: " "* . . . . .  :< : , '~ 2515 ' • " - 4p35 CATERPILLAR CAT And ~ are trademmts o4Cateepdla~ tnc 
HEAVY JOURNEYMAN ~.o: =x,~s,,e~c., e.o• c,=a= vso.~ ,.,v..~ ..A~.. mEv,=o..ts,, store -DUTY FAX [604) 635-3511 PHONE(GO4) 635-8511 i "~,~i 
Also:vl¢le~i~nfals,'muslc and tapes. Excolleo! ATTENTION [ ] ,  
ma,I onation ,nixosperoos aomton, e•c. Can L '~ Ghels Community Law MECHANICS ii 
Lee at Radio Shack• 845.2663 4p35 Centre Soceity Is seeklr;g a If you want career advancement.with a world leader In the ~eavy equ,pment business, HAVE YOU :AN APTITUDE AND INTEREST 
• we are looking for you. ~-~ 
ESTABLISHED HAIR SHOP located in the IN ADULT  EDUCATION?  ~ 
,oaten,  s~,  C,n.e Shews u-- LEGAL  " We have Immediate openings throughout B.C. and the Yukon for J0umoyman Field :~ 
returns. Various options. For rnore information Mechanics with Caterpillar experience and training, ' TERRACE 
845:2822 (Houston, B.C.) • 4p35 S E C R E T A R Y  We offer an.excellent benefit package and afield rate of $21•25 per hour, INV ITES  APPL ICAT IONS FOR ; 
26, Personals Oual l f i ca t lons :  , you are qualified and interested, please apply in writing with your resume to: PART T IME INSTRUCTORS :~: 
Employment Manager • 
AOVERTISE personal mossa~s In the Terrace 1, Grade 1 2 or equivalent. Rnmo LU, ADULT BASIC EDUCATION ~: 
Sta~lard, Contidontlallly is assured• Phone 2. Basic cultural knowledge 4621 Keith Road i! 
636.7283 Monday to Fdday. 9 a.m to 5 p.m. of the Native community. Temce, B.C. V6G 1K3 Northwest Community College in Terrace invites applications for part.Ume and 
substitute instructors in our Adult Basic Education Department. he salary will be in ac. 
. . . . . .  3, Basic Administrative Skills cordance with the College agreement with the BCGEU, Instructor Scale. 
I ~ i - - T y p i n g  minimum 50 F INNING The part.time ABE appointments will be in the areas ot Engflsh, Math and Science IO 
w.p.m. (dictatyplng would be the grade twelve level, to Instruct 10 to 20 hours per week commencing January 5, 
• 1990 and ending March 31, 1990, 
• an asset) The substitute instructors will work as required to instruc~ Adult Basic Education as :~ ~ 
--2 years previous ex-  well as Adult Special Education (for challenged students.) 
" z,INm. ~P~eqEm, P.J~ perie~ce and/or.training. :.:~::...:.....,:.::::.....:~:. ...... . . : ...:. .: ..:.:.:.~.':~ '~",..'.:.:-:.:.:.".".:+::.: ,.:~.. .:::..:..:+ The succesful candidates will possess a B.C. Teacher's Certificate or equivalent, or a i i 
/ . ~ I C ~ "  ! :~:C~TI I I I I~ I~: :  '" ~..~ university degree in a related field with experience teaching adults, A broad educational 
4.  Must  be  ab le  to  work  on  ~ ::~'~+"::~".::"~:::::+~ ................ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::+::::: . .~ .~, - :&~.  background would be an asset• " 
• ~ ~ .+, ,' your Own. . CATERPILLAR CAt" and m are Iraoemark$ o~ cate,g,lua, Inc For further information, please contact Larry Bolin0broke at 635-6511. local 311. l;+. 
i JOURNEYMAN MACHINIST ' 
:. 5. Computer skills would be Applications and resumes hould be sent o: 
an asset. "="  WELDER Ma. . , ,  Human Resources :I' 
Northwest Community College 
Salary depending on Rex 726, Terrace, B,c. ve64c2 
632 - 4333 qualif ications and ex- We are looking for a Journeyman m~chinist with some welding skills. 
Open 7 days a wP.k 9PM -- 9AM perience. We offer an excellent benefit packa0e and competitive hourly rates. 
nl Answering machine 9AM -- 9PM Closing Date: Jan'. 5/90 If you are qualified and interested, please apply in wdting with your 
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEED! Resumes may be maned to: resume to: 
~ c,~ s,m-~  L'ax Ghels Community Law Employment Manager 
r Centre Finning Ltd, SKEENA STOP 3313 Kslum Street 4621 l(elth Road 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N7 ;terrace, B.C: VOG 1K3 SAWMILLS  
SMOKING EUROCANPULPsKEENA SAWMILLsANDPAPERCO'oIVISlON 
': BREAK FR~E.. ,1 , ,=  
LASER THER-APY ..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .......... PROPOSED S ILV ICULTURE ......... ::~ 
°="  SS i  + NT  ~, Horn,m; • CO~ ~=..e____~EN T ~ ? ~ '  Notice of pre-harvest silviculture prescription, pursuant to 
Section 3 of the Silviculture Regulations. c 
a Safe • Effective Part-time employment opportunity is available The following areas have a proposed prescription that will 
a Painless MAINTENANCE with a progressive community newspaper. Position apply if approval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The 
DIET ............ :...:., ....... 8126 proposed prescription will be available for viewing until (~,.3~.=,=.) WORKER involves assisting circulation manager with co- February 16, 1990, at the address noted below, dudng 
STOP SMOKING .......... $96 The Commission requires a ordination of carriers, payroll and deliveries, regular working hours. 
(pl~ 2 boo4tem Rneeded) 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT Maintenance Worker to work out To ensure consideration, any written comments must be 
of our Prince Rupert Office, who, Apply to publisher, with resume made to D. Keating, R.P.F, Divisional Forester, Skeena 
635-9435 under the direction of the ira- Tuesday  to Thursday. Sawmills. P.O. Box 10, Terrace, B.C., VeG 4A3, by the 
STE. NO. 4- 4644 LaZelle Ave., mediate supervisor, will perform above date. 
t,~ov=sM~ general and emergency main. 
CORPORATE BATES AVAILABLE tenance and repair on Commis- Tree Farm Llcenca 41 
(have a SMOKE FREE o f f i ce )s ion  properties• The successful C-~ 'T'ERRACE STANDART~ Cuffing Cut Localion Area Ammendment 
Permit Block (ha) (yes/no) candidate will also be required to " "  SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
assist in inventory; have a valid 40 3.3-10 Chist Creek 76.7 no 
27. Announcements B.C. Driver's License and supply 4Q 3-1-11 Chist Creek 50•0 no 
own hand tools. 4647 Lazelle Avenue 638-7283 
Qualifications Include: ,High 
School Graduation plus 2 years 
Jean and Diane Mailhot are 
happy to announce the birth related maintenance xperience 
of their daughter, in all facets of building '+ 
maintenance and a basic - , .  - " " "  
KRISTEN knowledge of preventative + 
maintenance. 
w,.,.,,:,1,.o,++us :The ' on Dec. 11/89. She an excellent benefit package and ~ t \ _ Best  + weighed 71bs, 10 oz• a smoke-free nvironment. 
Interested applicants Send 
resume, quoting competition No. 
33. Business .90.S-01 by January 12.1990 to: ' ' "  b i 
Vl Shmn . . . . .  
,,_,,.c_. ,. ;.? Dea l  BURNS LAKE TAXIDERMY "It costs no mcxe B.C, Housing Management F J L  (0 OPt the best," Over 20 years professional Commission 
i 'q r   Around! 
taxidermy, For more Inf lat ion,  call 1701-4330Kingsway , 
Wolfgang.. 0us, 693•3093, .ROE• 692:7682 Bumaby, B.C,, VSH 467 '~ 
CARRIERS i! :. .:~ ' _ 
: ~: i ' :i: : i  This note is just a little reminder 
: ' : that you can pick-up your 
: .: - Wednesday Terrace Standard 
.0,,Io. ^ va,.mo ":*,' ' : - " display and display-classified ads 
In To.ace :'~"' I " ' J ~ Into the Skeena Market Place at 
) . . . . . . . . . . .  +, .!/. 2 PRIC ' 
~. : ~::~- ~!':::~:~:::! only 
, 220 ~:  Kenny (,1600:4900i -.:. !. ~ :!" " ' . - :  
,.,:: .Agar, Phole & Medeek (4900) ...... ~':' : " : / :~ 
230 - Skeena, Haugland ::;'"; ' i~i"+:; : 
(5000) ~ ~ei,h . . . . . . . . . .  :, _U:+,~, •' ,  ' ........ ~ • ,:~+~,i+~i,,+,::,•• ~ ': ~: ES ~ ~ " ~:~:: ........ :;!~:::~::!~ " ~ 
: :  THAT GIVES YOU TOTAL ACCESS TO MORE THAN 20,000 He ~::'i~ 
. . . . . . .  ' ::++?,~!::~: ~ "~;-:~:::':: ITIMAT, STEWART. THE HAZELTONS , ~ !~i:~ : ;  i 
: I f  in terested  p leaseca l l  I (oryn Kirk at theTer race  S tsn . .  ; .-.~ 
+++ .... i s A Deal That Can t Be Beat ++ ...... :~ ~ !": ~?:'~!; L+~'~'~ : ' :  11 ' 9 ~ " : 
~:r,~:~, il i i + 
~,~.~,~.:, ............ • . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ...... ~-~;, • 
t, 
[ 
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BUSINESS OF"THE WEEK, 
i(L-I l  
GLASS 
Auto Glass 
Specialists 
TERRACE LTD. 
L I I  
[ 
I i . 
4711 A KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K5 
PH. 638-1166 
I i  Windshields :,: 
, i  Glass Medic Repairs 
I.C.B.C. claims 
HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS --TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR 
~ ~  200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS I 
. _ : . ~ _ ~ ~ ~  JIM NEID 
J ;~ ~:~ ~r~---- / (6o4) 635.~475 
"/7"P'~'1 I /I j /  4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
~L~ L / 11 . . . . .  " f  ,~,,,o~.~.o.ve~ ~s 
'lying." 
~,AIM COAST CLEAHING SE~.VICES 
• ORIENTALS, PERSIANS, PURE WOOL CARPETS, 
SYNTHETIC CARPETS, UPHOLSTERY. 
Cleaned safely the On] Foam Extraction way. 
Fast drying time. 
• WINDOW CLEANING 
• OFFICE CLEANING CONTRACTS 
P.O. Box 751 638-8854 Terrace, B.C. 
lel 
~weat over  20  year= 
to upgrade . 
st 
~ooI 
4-6110 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.. Terrace 
Direcfors: 
DOUG MAC FARLANE & JAMES WESTERMAN 
Bronze ptsO, Ues 24 HOUR ,.- 
& monuments Answering and Pager Service t l -~ 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smi thers  635-244~ ,on.~,~,co 
& Prince Rupert . A~oc ia t ion  
~AI~ COAST CLEA~Ig~G SERVICES 
Professional Chimney Sweeps 
• WOODSTOVES, FIREPLACES, CHIMNEYS 
• FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS 
We use the finest brushes and dust control vacuum for a 
clean chimney and clean house. 
For a THOROUGH, DUST FREE sweep 
at the RIGHT pdce, call 
638-8854 
I , 
- -  D  ANE 
FUN'ER.. L HOt IE 
Box 247, S~'n'iih~rs~B.C. • 847-2441. .  
Professional counsel~t~ " /' ~," ; i,:: . I Jr 
Memorial markers V"" ..... ~ 1~ " .,~ _ ,,,, Hd ,  
Urave covers t,.. ~ ~ Funeral 
Cremation <' ' ,~,,,~ Az,o¢lotlon 
let's talk 
r 
| i , i  
' "  • Portable radio6 
• Marine radios 
• , Mountain top repeaters 
• Satellite Sales & Service 
i 
• ~,O 'A , , ,~  d--~ar" 
Northland 4o5002 Pol';le Avenue 
Communications 638-0261 . '  
I ~  TERRACE LTD. 
4711 A KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K5 
PH. 638-1166 
Auto Glass , , ,  Windshie lds  
~ Glass Medic  Repairs 
Specialists ~, I.C.B.C. claims 
" . I 
This space is available to advedise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consoltants today! 
~,~T E~ c~ STANDARF) I SERVING THE T| ;~RACE A~e.A  - -  
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
i mm 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 rain Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
Jon's Pl~oto C~ 
4609 La~lse  Avemue 
Terrace 131k l l lO  
Auto. Tel. ~ Fax. 
638-9167 W ~  624-5703 
WESTERN SCALES 
P.R. SCALE LTD. 
• ,  24 Hour Prompt Service 
NEW WEIGHT TEST TRuCKI: ...... ~ ::~ :; ' ' 
Dispatch No. No.i0-220 Kaien Road 
627-1652 Prince RU~,ert, BiC., V8J 2X2 
. ,  
i ( ~  NORTHWEST 
CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD. 
TANKS - PIPE & FITrlNGS - PLUMBING SUPPL ES -- HEATING SUP- 
PLIES - WATER WORKS - MINING SUPPLIES -, FIRE PROTECTION - 
WELDING SUPPLIES - FASTENERS - FENCING SUPPLIES 
Phone 635.7158 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace Fax 635-6156 
Will cut down any treel 
"SAFELY" 
$1,000,000 liability for YOUR protection 
635-7400 
i 
Northern Interior Fastfrate Ltd. 
Division of Prince George Warehousing Co, Ltd. 
Terrace ' (]38.8377 
5130 Park Ave. Prince Rupert 627.E!444 
Terrace, B.C. Smithers 847.5991 
i This space iS available to advertise 
your busmess or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consoltants today! 
STANDARn'! 
I 4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638  S A V E  
I ...... . . . . . :  : .  ..... , , ,  . . . .  . . . .  , ' '~. : : . . . '  
i i 
i.L , eoosq,t o..o.r, for 
as low as $16,500 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Call 
: , ' ~ RR 3 Centennial Drive 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R6 
D & mM,.#~'rD~n 
TRA NSPOR TA TION 
.~SYSTEMS LTD.--~ 
" " Dl~,iy f re ight serv ice  ex  Vancouver  
TEL:(6,0.4) 635-2728 . . . .  
